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ILLTOP 
The Nation's Largest Black Student Newspaper 
Volume 84, No. 10 
Wireless 
Internet 
Installation 
Complete 
By NIQUANDA BROWN 
Hilltop Swff Writer 
All Howard University donnito-
ries arc now wired for wireless ln1er-
ne1 access. During the past several 
weeks, dormitories were being pre-
pared for the wireless Internet ser-
vice. Within the next couple of 
weeks, all of Howard's dormitories 
will have access cards distributed, so 
they can use the service, University 
officials said. 
Access to wireless ln1eme1 will 
allow students 10 access the ln1eme1 
without using a telephone line and 
wi ll even allow students 10 access 
1he Internet while outdoors and 
maintaining a close range of any 
residence hall. 
The wireless service will be 
accessible to all students through a 
card that fits into a computer and 
receives radio signals from the wires 
in the donnilories. 
"Once the card is placed into the 
PC, you will have a complete con-
nection 10 the Jn1erne1,'' Joseph D. 
Collins. associate vice president for 
information systems and services, 
said. Collins said wireless ln1erne1 
service is similar 10 cellular phones. 
Students will 001 have to pay for 
the cards, but will be charged if the 
cards arc broken or misplaced. "The 
cards are dormitory propeny and 
must be returned in good condi-
tion," Coll ins said. 
Charles W. Moore, director of 
User Suppon Services and the iLab, 
said the University implemented 
wireless Internet for a few reasons. 
"Wireless Internet will allow stu-
dents 10 waJk with their computers 
and access the ln1erne1, and students 
can go outside and still be on the net-
work," More said. 
The Administration building and 
the Jnfonna1ion Systems and Ser-
vices buildings are also wired for 
wireless Internet. The University is 
in the process of wiring the Black-
bum Center and University libraries. 
In another push for the Universi• 
1y to be more competitive in the 
technology world, President H. 
Patrick Swygert has already 
announced that Oracle Corporation 
donated 4,000 ln1erne1 ready com-
puters to the University. 
"We have received the first 200 
computers and they have been 
installed in Truth and Crandall 
Halls," said Burl Henderson, chief 
information officer for the Univer-
sity. "Over next summer the com-
puters will be installed in the otl1er 
dormitories." 
The computers can only be used 
for the Internet and no1 word pro-
cessing or other reasons. 
Henderson said Howard already 
has a strong relationship with the 
Please See COMPUTERS, A3 
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Jones Homicide Ruled Justifiable 
By SYREF.TA SPEAKS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Afier a one month inve.,tigation. Fairfax County Pros-
ecutor, Roben F. Horan concluded 1ha1 the shooting death 
of Howard University student Prince Jones by a Prince 
George's County undercover police officer, constitutes a 
justifiable homicide under Virginia Law. 
·11ie duty of the Commonwealth's Allomey is 10 
charge a crime when he or she c:m prove ii," Horan said 
al a press conference Monday in Fairfax County. "I 
believe 1ha1 I know .1 li11le bil about what ii takes 10 prove 
a case in coun. In my opinion, there is not sufficient evi-
dence 10 charge corporal Carlton Jones with a crime." 
According 10 p01icc repons. Carlton Jones. 32, a six-
year Prince George\ County police officer and his super-
visor were conducting a legitimate police surveillance of 
a vehicle 1ha1 they believed 10 be involved in a vehicular 
assault on a police officer last June. 
Carlton Jone,. who was driving an 
unmarked Mitsubishi Montero fol-
The Hilltop Today---=-- lowed Prince Jones. no relation, from Maryland, through the Dis1ric1, and then 10 Virginia. Fairfax County police 
said that Prince Jones i111en1ionally 
rammed his jeep imo Carlton Jones'. 
Members of the Howard ).Jniversity Women ·s Volleyb.111 
team ~we.at it out in a match during the MEAC's Red Robin 
Tournament last Week in Green,.boro, N .C. S,e BZ 
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President Clinton Pushes For 
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Carlton Jones told Fairfax County offi-
cers 1ha1 he feared for his life and fired 
numerous times into Prince Jones' jeep. 
In addition 10 tlie Fairfax County 
investigation. the Prince George's 
Counl)' lmernal Affairs depanmeDI and 
the !'Bl are holding separate investiga-
tions. 
Royce Holloway, sJ>0kesperson for 
Prince George's County Police said 
1hn1 the inve;tigation is not over ye1. 
"Corporal Jones is currently on admin-
istrative leave with pay until the inter-
nal affairs investigation is finished and 
there will be a much broader investi-
gution." 
Ted Williams, anorncy for the fam-
ily of Prince Jones was upset with the 
decision. "I wa, very disturbe<l about 
the fact 1ha1 it took so long," Williams 
said. "We believe 1ha1 Horan was try-
ing 10 find a reason 10 legitimize mur-
der. We are going 10 wail for the Jus-
tice Depanmem,· decision ,u1d take 
the appropriate actions from tl1ere." 
htttp:/ /hilltop.howard.edu 
Fairfax Decision 
Ignites Howard 
Student Protest 
BY J ENNIFER CU~IMINGS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
More tlian 150 students marched 
from the flagpole on main campus 
10 1he steps of the Deparlmelll of 
Justice Wednesday, protesting the 
recent decision by Fairfax County 
officials not 10 prosecute the officer 
who shot and killed Howard stu-
dent Prince C. Jones. 
Chanting in unison, "No justice. 
No peace. No racist police," with 
their arms linked together, s1Udems 
marched 10 1he doors of the 
Department and demanded a meet-
ing with Justice officials. 
Only IWO days after Fairfax Pros-
ecutor Bob Horan ruled that Carl-
ton Jones, the officer accused of 
murdering Prince Jones was justi-
fied in his actions, the Howard Uni-
versity Student Association held a 
rally that encircled the flagpole 10 
provide an outlet for outraged stu-
dents to express their concern. 
During 1he rally Wednesday at 
noon, HUSA President Sellano 
Simmons interrupted the gathering 
by charging students wi th 1he 
responsibility 10 act immediately. 
"We have a voice here, but I'm 
going 10 s1re1ch you a li1lle bit fur-
ther," said Simmons. "I need 10 
know if you'll stand behind me 
right now as I march 10 1he Oepan-
ment of Justice. Is the Mecca ready 
10 go right now?" Simmons asked. 
The more than ISO students fo\. 
\ow~d Simmo,1' down th¢ mu.ldit 
of 7th street to the doorstep of the 
ngeucy, a style reminiscent of the 
Civil Righi, movement of the 
1950's and 60's. Singing "Ain·1 
gonna let nobody tum me around;' 
stude111s were met with closed 
doors. However, Simmon.~ and five 
student5 were admilled inside 10 
meet with Bill Lee, director of tl1e 
Civil Rights division of the depan-
menl and other officials. 
As a result of the meeting, 
Depanment of Justice officials will 
visit campus next week 10 hold a 
forum with students 10 address tl1eir 
concerns about racial profil ing, 
police misconduct and other larger 
issues surrounding the Prince Jone.~ 
case. Officials also said their inves-
tigation will not be marred by the 
findings of Horan. "We are inve.s-
1igating 10 de1em1ine if a federal 
civil rights violation has taken place 
and the local ruling will not play a 
role in our investigation or judg-
ment,'' Lee said. 
While giving no definite lime 
frame for the inves1iga1ion. 1he 
Depanmenl of Justice will review 
the 1imelines placed on similar past 
cases in order 10 deduce a tempo-
ral boundary for this investigation, 
at the request of Simmons. 
At this stage in the investiga-
tion, officials are also trying to 
de1em1ine whether the aUeged offi-
cer used excessive force and acted 
under the color of law. If these two 
elements are proven, after a thor-
ough inve.5tigation, to have played 
a role in the actions of officer Carl-
ton Jones, the Department of Jus-
tice must indict . 
Afier the brief meeting Simmons 
assured students 1ha1 1hc fight for 
justice would not end. "If we have 
10 (.Om,· down hen: every Wednc, 
day "' noon. we will. lfl•e have 10 
come down here everyday ,u noon, 
we will because we know that 1he 
wheels of justice tum slowly, but 
can be quickened with persistence 
and pressure:· Simmons said. 
AKAs, Sigmas 
Win First Place at 
Annual Step Show 
By JAMYE SPI Li.EK & 
B RANDON i\l. BtCKf.RS1'AH" 
Hil ltop Writers 
The ladies of Alpha chapter, 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. 
and the gentlemen of Norfolk 
State's Dehn Zc111 Chapter of Phi 
Beta Sigma walked away as the 
winners of the 2000 Homecoming 
Step Show. The Alpha chapter of 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. and the 
gentlemen of Iota Phi Theta, Inc. 
were the first runners up. The 
theme of the show was, "The 
Rebinh of Africa." 
Hand clapping and stomping 
were the sounds 1ha1 echoed 
throughout Burr Gymnasium as 
eight of the Divine Nine Pan-Hel-
lenic organizations showca<;ed their 
talents for the capacity crowd. The 
gentlemen of Kappa Alpha Psi Fra-
ternity, Inc. did not panicipate in 
this year's show. 
T he performance from the 
members of Alpha Kappa Alpha 
was punctuated with the ladies 
doing an impersonation of each 
frn1erni1y in the Pan-Hellenic 
Council. Barks from the men of 
Omega Psi Phi could be heard as 
the ladies performed the organi-
zation's signature steps. In keep-
ing with the theme, 1he ladies 
coined the phrase, "Have you lost 
your rhyl11m?" 
Phi Beta Sigma held the crowd 
in suspense as they stepped blind-
folded. Then, the ladies in the 
audience went into an uproar as 
several of the members entered the 
stage dressed in tribal gear. Their 
remaining members bowed down 
10 them as they served as a repre-
sentation of the African past. 
Phoco By Kru-lo:n Roy 
Despiie • good rou.sing sho", the Alpha 
come up sbor1 at Wednesday's step show. 
The reigning sorority champs of 
the 1999 Step Show. Zeta Phi Beta, 
grabbed the a11cn1ion of the crowd 
as a lone member performed an 
African dance solo. Iota Phi Theta 
paid tribute 10 the "Matrix'' in their 
perfonnance as they re-enacted the 
cell phone scenes. The group 
delighted the crowd when the gen-
llemen created a human jump rope 
with one of their members. 
Reigning fraternity champs , 
Alpha Phi Alpha's Beta Chapter, 
delighted the crowd as they stepped 
barefoot during their routine. Mem-
bers mounted each otl1er's shoul-
ders 10 step in a 1wo-leveled 
sequence. 
Omega Psi Phi's Alpha Chapter 
entered the stage in African garb 
with painted faces and gold colored 
boots. In addition 10 Ille fraternity's 
usual high-energy stepping. the 
crowd was trenled 10 a solo by a 
member as he entered from the 
floor area singing and chanting the 
organization's praises. 
The ladies of Della Sigma 
Theta's Alpha Chapter celebrated 
their remm 10 the Homecoming 
show in their signature stomping 
Please See Step, A3 
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Comedians Serve Up Laughs at Comedy Show 
By LVNEK\ Lrrru, 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Raunchy, racy, and raw would describe the 
atmosphere in Cramton Auditorium, on Tues-
day, for the Homecoming Comedy Show. With 
the theme, ;'This Smile's For You," the show fea-
tured comedians Joe Torry, Simply Marvelous. 
and Dave Edwards. Special guest hosts for the 
night were radio DJ, Larenzo "Ice T" Thomas 
and producer. "Laiy Lamont" from WKYS. 
They amused the crowd in between acts by 
mimicking the dances of different regions of the 
counrry. 
Simply Marvelous was the first act on stage. 
"I'm Simply Marvelous, but my real name is 
Absolutely Fantastic,'' she joked to the audi-
ence. Simply Marvelous, known best for her 
performances on BET's Comic View and 
HBO's Def Comedy Jam, had her up and down 
moments with the crowd. She ended her show 
with a.bizarre barrage of insults at a female 
member of the audience. Judging by the audi-
ence's reaction. at times she was a little too 
"raunchy". 
Dave Edwards from "The Real World" fol-
lowed with a racy performance. He is best 
known for being voted off "The Real World" 
after the infamous "towel incident" with house-
mate Tommy. He came on the stage and capti• 
vated the audience with his comedic routine. He 
left the stage to a standing ovation and by 
telling the audience about the launch of his new 
comedy maga2ine. He also asked everyone to 
check out h.is website, www.comedykid.com. 
Joe Torry offered the Howard community the 
final performance of the show. He came out 
after an introduction from Alpha Chapter of 
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. Torry is known 
best for hosting Def Comedy Jam. Torry's 
comedic style was raw. He took shots at the Uni-
versity's Campus Police. believing their only 
interest in working for Howard is to see the 
young female students. He related to the audi-
ence by telling jokes about his college years. He 
asked, "How many of you have roommates 
that you hate?" Relaying his own experience 
with a dirty roommate who never attended 
class, Torry said the only reason he kept him as 
a roommate was because he had a car. The 
crowd went wild for Torry by offering him a 
standing ovation. He exited the stage recom-
mending the Bible verse. Timothy 2: 12-24 10 
the audience. "Joe Torry is one of the premiere 
comedians in the country," said Rhadi Fergu-
son, a graduate student seeking a master's 
degree in Arts and Teaching. 
With an audience of nearly 1000 people. the 
show appeared to be an all around h.it. '1lte 
show was wonderful. Both Joe and Simply 
Marvelous had me dying laughing," said Arde• 
na Carter, a senior biology major. 
Photo Dy Chandra Ander..on 
J>J>·e Ed"1lrds leu,., the audi<nce In 
The Black Side of the Holocaust: One Afro-German Speaks 
By ELIAS ADMASSU 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
We typically don't associate black 
faces with Germany, but the African 
experience is entwined with Ger-
many's colonial past. A small Afro-
German population has existed since 
the 19th century and continues to 
grow. As this community reached past 
its hundredth year, it has become nec-
essary to find a collective identity 
and to share the CJ<periences of the 
individuals in Germany's past. 
Theador Michael is one of these 
individuals. Having experienced the 
Nazi regime. survived a labor camp. 
and seen the reconstruction of Europe 
after World War II. Michael now 
speaks at universities about Ger-
many's non-white experience. He vis-
ited Howard University recently to 
conduct lectures and took time out 10 
speak to The Hilltop. 
Hilltop: What is the biggest differ-
ence you see between the develop-
ment of the Afro-Germans and Afro-
American community. 
Mr. Michael: I would say probably 
the biggest difference is thut A fro-
Americans could develop some sort 
of culture because they were forced 
into this country. No African in the 
I 8th and I 9th century came here lib-
erally. They were forced. They were 
forced to in this coumry. And they 
have been deprived of their own cul-
ture. That means since they (whites) 
mangled the African slaves, that they 
took, they (blacks) could not develop 
their own home culture. And so they 
have to find a way to develop a cul-
ture of Africans in the U.S., the 
Caribbean. and Latin America. But in 
Latin America you find more traces 
of African culture than you do here in 
the north. The difference is that the 
Africans who came to Germany 
before WWII 
went liberally. They liked to learn 
there, they wanted to study there. 
And they were accepted by the pop-
ulation very h.ighly because they were 
livings signs of the German empire, 
they were symbols of the German 
empire. And therefore Africans in 
America played another role than 
Africans in Germany. 
Hilltop: So can we say a major dif-
ference between Afro-Americans and 
Afro-Germans is that Afro-Ameri-
cans developed a sub-culture? 
Mr, Michael: Their own culture. 
yes, a new sub-culture. And you can 
say that for those Africans that came 
to Germany in those days. The first 
group of Africans in Germany came 
in 1886 in a colonial exhibition. A 
number of them stayed here and oth• 
ers went back to the colony. But later 
many of them returned, settled here, 
married here, and have founded fam-
ilies. Afro-German families. Most of 
rhem consisted of the African father. 
a German mother and children. We 
had about 30-40 families at rhe time 
before Hitler. 
Hilltop: Can you tell me what it was 
like growing up during the Nazi 
regime? How was it for you and your 
family, especially as a child? 
Mr. Michael: Luckily, my father 
died in 1934 when the regime didn't 
roach the peak -
Hilltop: Why do you say luckily? 
Mr. Michael: Beca~se he would 
have wound up in a concentration 
camp. He couldn't have kept his 
mouth shut. He was very powerful. 
Not only outspoken but very effec-
tive, very active in the Cameroonian 
society and he wouldn't have stood 
for it. He was, we call, brought up in 
oppression. I say luckily in retro-
spect. I thank heaven he died earlier. 
Hilltop: How about some of the 
things you experienced as a child? 
Mr. Michael: Well, I had to be a 
very calm person. If you've read Mas-
saquoi's book. "Destined to Wit-
ness:· I wasn't different from him. 
When I read the book the publisher 
sent me, I said. "Good heaven, some 
of these passages could have been 
written for me.'' In school I was all 
right. Of course I was beaten up. but 
1 beat back. I would beat back. I 
would call that normal. What was 
regretted very much by my teachers 
i\ that 1 couldn't go to high school. I 
couldn't go to higher education. There 
was a law. part of the Nuremberg 
laws and it didn' t affect only he Jews 
but also affected Gypsies, homosex-
uals. and others. I don't know what 
they would have done to the blacks if 
the war had lasted longer. but the 
Nazis still had the belief that after 
they won the war, they would regain 
their African colonies. So they con-
Campus Digest 
served us, I suppose. I don't know yet. 
that's why I want to look at the Holo-
caust archives. Maybe they were to 
use us as intermediates between the 
colonies and Germany. So they per-
secured us only so much because 
some had the idea that maybe we 
could be used for something later. 
And only those of us went in the con-
centration camps that disagreed with 
the government. So only if they could 
find something that offended the law 
would blacks go into the concentra-
tion camps. And if the Gestapo put 
you in the concentration camps. you 
wouldn't last. You wouldn't last. You 
died. 
Hilltop: Were you in a concentra-
tion camp? 
Mr, Michael: No. I was not in a 
concentration camp. I was in a labor 
camp. I had to do work 12 hours a day 
seven days a week. But I survived. 
Hilltop: What were some of the 
conditions -do you want to go into 
rhat? 
Mr. Michael: I don't want togo into 
that. But I had always two feelings. 
one was 1 wanted to sleep. the second 
was I was always hungry. I never had 
sufficient food. That is probably one 
of the reasons that so many people 
died in rhcse camps. They were not 
concentration camps. If a black per-
son was put in a concentration can1p, 
he didn't come back. Their enemies 
were surrounding them. /\ very 
important point is solidarity. Blacks 
HUSABeat 
were just a few in the region. They 
couldn't develop solidarity because 
they were so few. black man in a con-
centration camp was by himself. We 
all wanted to survive. so we stayed as 
invisible as possible. 
Hilltop: After WWII did your per-
ceptions of Germany change? 
Mr. Michael: Of course. 
Hilltop: How? 
Mr, Michael: My fir~t intention 
was getting out. You see, I would 
have left Germany, but I couldn't. I 
came out of the labor camp with noth· 
ing ... .It was impossible to leave that 
place. That's why my being here at 
Howard plays a very sentimental 
role for me. Now I'm not just study-
ing. I came here as a 
lecturer (laughing), you see how life 
compasses? This university plays an 
important role, the role of hope. 
Hilltop: Worldwide? 
Mr. Michael: Yes. for those people 
in the Diaspora. 
Hilltop: Why do you say that? 
Mr. Michael: Because Howard 
University shows that black people 
could rise too in educational fields. 
Hilltop: Looking back now. how do 
you see the role of education in pre-
venting something like that from hap-
pening again? What role does educa-
tion play for the people of the 
Diaspora? 
Mr. Michael: Education for me is 
not only for yourself but also for the 
group. for your people. and automat• 
ically in the Diaspora, you are an 
example for your kind. Whether or 
not you want to be. You're regarded 
as an example, and if someone fails, 
it goes back to rhe group. If I fai l, no 
one gives another person with my 
color another chance. 
Hilltop: Is there any hostility 
toward Afro-Germans in Germany 
today? 
Mr. Michael: There are two kinds 
of hostility: one is the active physical 
side like when you get beaten up. 
and the other way is institutionalized. 
Like if you try to get an apartment. It 
is nor wide spread. but it's not uncom-
mon. Some individuals wi ll give you 
the chance. If you fail, no one else 
will get a chance. 
Hilltop: Is there a marked econom-
ic. educational, or social difference 
between Afro-Germans and white 
Germans? 
Hilltop: Are there any orher thing~ 
you'd like to ,ay~ 
Mr. Michael: This is my view on 
my German society. and to rhe Amer-
icans, I suggest this view also. I 
always say that I don't have any prob-
lems with this society, but this soci-
ety has problems with my existence. 
Under,tand? If this society won't 
accept me, it', their problem. I'm 
here and I'm fighting for my rights. 
The Evolution 
of an Alumnus Gullah Conference Legacy Lecture Series Begins The Howard University Student Association, in collaboration with Dean Paul Logan of the College 
of Arts and Sciences, presented the first lecture in a series titled "The Problem Identified" Thursday. 
Concurrent with the goals to empower more and more students with the vote, HUSA co-sponsored 
the lecrure "Tipping the Scales in Our Best Interests" to discuss Decision 2000. 
By SYREETA SPEARS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Allen Brown srudied at rhe Mecca at the same time 
as sitcom star Carlton Payne (Martin and the Cosby 
Show). 
This native Washingtonian whose parents didn't 
even think about helping him pay for living on cam-
pus. considered campus life one of the more chal-
lenging issues. "I felt that I was not totally immersed 
Alumni Profile 
in the culture of campus life, it seemed that I was 
always missing out on something because I still 
lived at home," Brown said. Brown, who was a nerd 
in high school, reveled in his new found coolness, 
made up for the campus life that he missed and prac-
tically partied six days a week. 
Brown evolved as a person and grew from a silly, 
incorrigible and irresponsible kid into a more seri-
ous adult who understood the consequences of poor 
planning. "Howard University prepared me for the 
hard knocks of Corporate America:· said Brown. 
Brown received his BA in English in 1988 and had 
plans of attending law school. "I worked at the law 
firm Miller & Holbrooke to gain some practical 
work experience before going 10 law school," Brown 
said. .., never went to law school but instead ended 
up as a paralegal for 12 years." 
In 1999, he decided to respond to the call of min-
istry and entered Howard's School of Divinity . He 
is currently in his second year there. 
Presently, Brown is a full-time divinity student and 
Worktlow Coordinator/Legal Assistant Coordinator 
for Arent. Fox, Kitner, Plotkin. & Khan in Washing-
ton. DC. 
Brown says that Howard equipped him with the 
skills h~ found necessary to be successful in the real 
world. "A great deal of the skills I brought to my 
employers after college were acquired from the Hill-
top," Brown said. ;,, served as photographer for the 
newspaper( 1984-1986) and I only got paid if pictures 
I had taken were published. This experience forced 
me to become diligent and pro-active. If I wanted to 
have money. l had 10 be first in line to get photo 
assignments and responsible enough to complete 
the assignments and turn them in by deadline.'' 
"I can truly say that I met some great lifelong 
friends right there on HU campus. 
"Gullah; A Linguistic Legacy of 8:45 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., with a recep• HUSA President Sellano Simmons said, •11tis lecture was another ,•enue to help students under-
Africans in America" is a conference tion afterward. The e,·ent is free to stand the issues and their important role in this decision by providing them with the proper resources 
on the Gull.lb language. feamring the Howard community, but advance and information.'' 
keynote speaken; Dr. John R. Rick- Representatives from each party were on hand to provide useful information and answer 4ue;tions. 
registration rs reque<ted. Non-ford and Dr. Salikoko S. Mufwene, As a parr of their platform and commitment 10 accountability, HUSA is co-sponsoring this six-
along with presentations by over a Howard attendees muSt pay a regis- legged series. ''These lecture series are a part of our Organize. Redefine, Enhance. and Maintain 
dO"zen other scholars. It will take !ration fee. Call or email Dr. Paul platform and they are geared to show students that we understand their issues and concerns." said 
place in the Blackburn Center Fallon at (202)806-561 I or pfaJ. HUSA Vice President Nikkole Salter. 
Forum on Friday. Nov. 3rd. from lon@howard.edu. The lecture series will continue November 8 with "Fighting for Our Image,'' a discussion on per-
,_ ________________________ __. ception, stereotypes, and image. 
Wrappin' Heads by Fatima 
2632 Georgia A\'e N.W 
Washington,D.C. 20001 
202-667-3037 or 986-3767 
WE HA VE a full time natural hairstylist 
and braider on staff 
WE WILL BE OPENED FROM 9:AM TO 9:PM 
TOSERVEYOUTHURSDAY ANDFRIDAY 
HOMECOMING SPECIALS 
Relaxer Special incl. Sharnpoo/COND 
Wrap or/curl/ $40.00 
UPDO'S SJ0.00 
EVERDA Y SPECIALS 
Relaxer 
~mpoo. w .. p & curl 
Haimn 
Haircolor 
Pm, & Cuti 
We;i,-e Speci:J 
~!en ond childm> Haill.-ut 
$40.00 
sis.co 
510.00 &up 
S!S.00& up 
S3S.OO& up 
$99.00 
SS.00 
We do alt dilTCl'mt type, of ,els. Oex rods, spirals. rollawn,ps. 
Combtwbt. Oat twists, bra.id5 and Ill NaturaJ hairstyks 
We also m,·o bw'btrs on =ff 
WE SPECIALIZE IN GOOD CUSTOMER SER VICE 
&. TOT AL HAJR CARE 
We u,e •nd sell TOP QUAl.IT\' HAIR PRODUCTS FOR 
NATURAL AND RELAXED HAIR 
WE ARE LOCATED ACROSS THE STREET FROM 
HOW ARD UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
We ~cpl ,\'rM and :ill major Crtdil Cud$ 
-Je1111ifer Cummings 
CALLING ALL RHC! 
0 co111e, l e t IIS s i11g 111110 the LORD ... P~alm 95:1 
Hovvard University Community Choir 
Welcomes Hom e 
Our RHC Family 
We Invite You To Join Us In An 
OLD SCHOOL REHEARSAL JAM 
Ce1ebrating 11 Years 
0£ Up1i£ting the Na.me 0£ Jesus Christ 
Through Song 
T h e Ho"vard 1Jo ive1·sity Coan1nuni ty is cordia lly lnvit-cd t o Attend 
Friday, October 27, 2000 at 5:00 PM 
A.r.mour J. BZacJcburn University Center Forum 
Ho-ard Universicy Main Campus 
Admission is Free - Jesus Paid ic A11 
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Demystifying Politics: Claiborne Protests Hilltop Coverage 
' Editorial, Column Sparks Hilltop Office Redecorating E"jfo11 by Homecoming Chair The Electoral College C0\1l'IUD FRO\I HtLl-fOP ~ T.\t'r-
RrPORTS 
have been avoided if the committee 
had advertised key events weeks 
before the start of Homecoming. 
Advertisements for the events ran in 
the Hilltop one week before the 
events were set to begin. 
binge on L>ne person. Its about the 
spirit and the collective will of the 
student,; and alumni of alma mater," 
Smith said. 
By T IM D ONNELLY 
U-WTRE Washington Bureau 
.The Electoral College is the ulli-
mate source in determining who the 
next president will be. but for candi-
dates like Ralph Nader of the Green 
Party. electoral votes may very well 
prevent him from winning, even if he 
gathers a significant popular vote. 
Such stories are commonplace in 
election years. a reason why many 
people criticize the Electoml Col-
lege as a system that negates the abil-
ity of third-party candidates to bol-
ster popular support, and many say it 
also instills an inherent two-party 
system. 
The Electoral College usually mir-
rors the popular will, but the possi-
bility exists that popular will could be 
subverted by electoral votes. 
Under the electoral system, each 
state is given a number of electoral 
votes based on the number of mem-
bers in Congress- at least two from 
the Senate and at least one from the 
House of Representatives. Because 
representation in the House is based 
on population. larger states with 
more 
people have more electoral votes. 
Population representation is taken 
from the most current Census, with 
this year·s number of electors derived 
from the I 990 Census. California 
currently has the most votes at 54, the 
next largest state being New York at 
33 votes. Wyoming, Alaska, Ver-
Wireless 
Internet 
Installation 
Complete 
From COMPUTERS, A3 
software corporation. Howard uses 
Oracle's database to store information 
for grades and financia l records. 
Monique Williams. freshman inter-
national business major. said she is 
' thankful for the computer that was 
installed in her room in Crandall. 'Tm 
thrilled that I have access to the Inter-
net in my room, especially since I 
didn't bring a computer of my own," 
Will iams said. 
·• 
Henderson said the iLab will still be 
accessible for students who ljve off 
campus and do not have computers. 
mont, the District of Columbia, 
North Dakota. Delaware. South 
Dakota and Montana each have three 
votes, the fewest a state can have. The 
total number of electors is 538. rep-
resenting the 435 members of the 
House. I 00 senators and three elec-
tors from the District of Columbia. 
The framers of the Constitution 
established the Electoml College as 
a compromise between direct popu-
lar election and election by Con-
gress. The proc.ess of presidential 
election by the electors will contin-
ue from Election Day, Nov. 7, unti l 
Jan. 6, 2001. 
On Election Day. citizens in each 
state vote for electors for their desired 
presidential candidate. For example. 
by picking Bush/Cheney on the bal-
lot, a voter is choosing the Republi-
can Party's designated electors in 
that state for the president and vice 
president. The elector's names may 
or may not appear on the ballot with 
the candidate, varying from state to 
state. 
Individual votes help decide which 
candidate receives a state's electoral 
votes. 
On Dec. 18, the electors of each 
state will gatherto cast their vote for 
the president and vice pres1d~n1. The 
electors then will sign and seal the 
several packages of electoral votes 
they have completed and send them 
to the president of the Senate. the 
archivist of the United States and 
other predetermined Federal and 
State offices. All votes must be 
received by Dec. 27. 
A joint session of Congre:,s will 
convene next Jan. 6 to count the elec-
toral votes. The new president will 
then be inaugurated on Jan. 20. The 
required majority of 270 electoral 
votes must be reached to elect the 
president and vice president. 
Electors are chosen by different 
methods in each state. The political 
parties will generally nominate elec-
tors at theiI state party conventions or 
through a vote of the party's central 
committee in each state. Electors can 
be elected officials. party leaders or 
persons who have a political affi lia-
tion with the specific presidential 
candidate and arc commonly chosen 
to uphold their devotion and service 
to their party. 
But despite its history, some Amer-
icans harbor resentment toward the 
Electoral College system. A recent 
GenerationVote.com poll showed 
that all but a slim percentage of peo-
ple believe that the college is an out-
dated method for electing president. 
There is currently no constitutional 
provision or federal law requiring 
electors to vote in accordance with 
the popular vote in their state. 
" It is possible that an elector could 
ignore the results of the popular 
,,ote," admits an information sheet by 
the National Archive and Records 
Administration. '·but that occurs very 
rarely.'' 
AK.As, Sigmas Win First Place 
at Annual Step Show 
From Step. AJ 
style, proclaiming their return and 
silencing critics. 
Alpha Omega Steppers For Cltrist 
brought down the prJises as they 
stepped while the crowd awaited the 
judge's decision. The group exact-
ed their precise movements and 
stepped to Trin-i-tee 5:7 and various 
other gospel artists. 
Homec<>ming Chair Steven Clai-
borne scattcrtd hundreds of Home-
coming fliers on the floor of the 
Hilltop office earlier this week in 
protest to the paper's coverage of 
Howard's 2000 Homecoming fes-
tivirle~. 
Calling a column by former cam-
pus editor Chris Windham ",ens:,-
tionalized" and an editorial in last 
Friday's paper ''unfair," the chair of 
the committee stormed the office on 
Friday and Saturday night dumping 
hundreds of handbills on the floor. 
''I don't want The Hilltop to think 
rm not advertising for this year's 
Homecoming," he ,aid Saturday a, 
he ,anva»ed the office floor with 
fliers. 
Last week an editorial entitled, 
"Bad Bu,iness." berated the Home-
coming Steering Committee for 
poorly advertising the events. The 
headline of a column by Windham 
called the 2000 Homecoming "an 
accident waiting to happen:· Wind-
ham has since left the paper for 
unrelated reasons. 
Editor-in-Chief of the p:1per. Ju son 
T Smith was quick to point out that 
the editorial and the column coulJ 
After his tirade in which he 
denounced the paper for what he 
called poor editing a111.I a Jack of 
fairne», he commenced to tack 
fliers to the office walls, doors and 
bulletin boards. 
C:tlling it a "teaching moment," 
Smith said he didn't believe that 
Claiborne's actions were done out 
of malice. 
"Though Steve·s action, were 
done in jest, I hope other student 
leaders us~ more tact when protest-
ing what they read in the paper. I 
encourage students to write letter-
to the editor to voice their con• 
cerns:· 
Smith said he had respect for Clai-
borne and still looked forward to 
giving this year's Homecoming a 
fair grade. Each year The Hilltop 
editorial board gives the Home-
• coming festivities an overall grade 
on a four-point scale. 
"When we (the editorial board) 
grade Homecoming thi> year, we 
will be careful to rake into :1ccount 
the fact that Homecoming does nut 
Most thought Claiborne's actions 
were comical and an interesting 
diversion from the rigor,, of putting 
out the paper. 
·•sieve is so funny." ,aid DeKerry 
D.1vis. who was in the office during 
Claiborne's mid. 
Others chimed in: 
'His actions were sort of, well, 
interesting.'' said managing editor 
Ira Porter. "But now that the joke is 
o,w, he's going to have to get down 
here and clean up this mess.'' 
Claiborne said he felt justified in 
his actions. 
··1 defended the Hilltop when the 
paper's flag was printed as 'The 
Hillop.' Now, why can't I gel some 
love?" he said. "I mean, that was the 
joke of the day when 11 came out: 
'Vanna. can I get a •T,' please'"' 
Claiborne was referring to a print-
ing error in the Sept. 15, i.sue of 
The Hilltop. 
Jamye Spiller. managing editor of 
The Hilltop's special Homecoming 
issue. quickly responded: "He was 
so quick to point out our editing. but 
didn't he ,ec the misspelling, on his 
flier,,'? Can anyone spell 'chapeJ"l" 
C OLOR P RINTING 
kinko•s· 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 
M CI CENTER - 7TH & D Sr. • 202-544-4796 
204 M tCHIGAN AvE NE • 202-232-7124 
Open 24 hours • www.kinkos.eom • l--800·2•KINKOS • America Online• Keyword: Kinko's 
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Now that you've 
. gotten into co I lege, -. 
here's your chance 
to really go somewhere. 
Congratulations. All the cramming, insomnia and junk food breakfasts have paid off. You're in college 
now - and soon, you'll be facing questions about your life. Like what to do with the rest of it. 
One thing is for sure, if,you'r~ a_ student of color, with an INROADS internship you could have a serious job 
every summe_r while you re st,11 1n school - making contacts and gaining experience in your chosen field of 
study. Hey, 1t won't be easy, but then again if you wanted il easy, you wouldn't be reading this right now. 
web site_www.inroadsinc.org 
301-587 -5880 
You got this far. Now go farther. J~ INROADS. 
.. ' . ~; ' ".'-, 
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Court Rules District Representation Unconstitutional 
·Supreme Court Decision Is Only a Set Back, DC Residents Say 
By M ARYANN JMrES 
Hi lltop Staff Writer 
According to a recent Supreme Coun ruling, residents 
of Washington, DC do not have the right to a represen-
tative in Congress. 
The ruling pul an end lo a two-year fight which bounced 
from coun lo coun. However. many of the cause·s most 
prominent supponers. including Congresswoman Eleanor 
Holmes Nonon and non-profit organization DC Vore, said 
rhey are nor discouraged. Nonon and DC Vote said they 
will look 10 the nexr step. 
Now. instead of looking for the solution in the coun sys-
tem, Nonon and others are looking towards Congress and 
the legislative process. Along with the new solutions Nor-
ton and DC Vote hope suppon from Americans from all 
over the country will help. 
Since rhe District has never been a state. DC residents 
have never been allowed to elect a representative 10 Con-
gress. District residents are. however, allowed 10 vote a 
delegate lo Congress. Nonon is the current District del-
. egate. Nonon CMnol vole on the House noor but can vote 
in House Committees. 
Despite rhe. lack of full representation. DC's residents 
are required 10 pay federal income taxes. 
Norton said the lack of representation is unfair 10 DC 
residents. 
''District residents are not equal 10 the resident of the 50 
states because they pay federal income taxes but are 
denied representation." Nonon said. 
The DC representation fight started two years ago. with 
the filing of the coun cases of Adams v. Clinton and 
Alexander v. Daley. 
The Adams case dealt specifically wirh making it pos-
sible for DC residents lo choose statehood or unite with 
another state in representation matters. The Alexander 
case on the orher hand. wanted the coun to order Con-
gress 10 figure out a way for the District 10 have a vote. 
Norton said she plans to introduce two new bills in the 
next session of Congress. The firsr would provide DC res-
idents with voting rights in Congress, while the second 
would suspend federal taxat.ion on DC residents umil said 
voting rights were put into effect. 
These bills would protect the Districr from "a double 
denial of equal protection", as the government would not 
get revenue from DC until their voting rights were put into 
effect, Norton said. 
There are also plans on the part of the Mayor·s office 
10 rally public suppon and interest. as heavy suppon from 
the public is necessary for an effect 10 be made within 
Congress. 
Mayor Williams and Council Chair Linda Cropp are 
holding a city-wide Mobilization Meeting on Tuesday. 
November 28. Al the meeting Williams $:1id he hopes to 
gel citizens' ideas on rhe issue. Williams also hopes to pre-
sent a more d~tailed plane for a vore in Congress and full 
independence from Congress. 
According 10 DC Vote executive director Amy W. 
Sliemmer, rhis situation is ideal for the organization. 
"A political solution is required." Sliemmer said. 'Thar 
is whar DC Vote is all about.'' 
Sliemmer said the organization will focus on maki ng the 
situation clear 10 people in all 50 states. Sliemmer said 
many Americans outside of DC are not aware of the prob-
lem. 
One way DC Vote plans to gel the word out is the 
planned distribution of DC license plates that tour the 
phrase "'No Taxation Without Rcpresenration" and DC 
Vote's web address. License plates distribution is sched-
uled for Nov. 4. 
Sliemmer hopes car owners in DC will suppon rhe cause 
by using the plates. Nonon and Sliemmer said public sup-
port i~ one of the most integral pan~ of the baule. 
Area Businesses Preparing for Homecoming Weekend Rush 
By L AUR EN 8. ANDERSON 
City Editor 
Beverly Ivory sets up a display of stuffed Bison at Ward's Beauty Supply 
store on Georgia Ave. While working. Ivory speaks of her excitement about 
the upcoming weekend with great enthusiasm. 
"Neither myself or the owner is from around here." Ivory said. "But all of 
us here at Ward's are all looking forward 10 this weekend." 
Ivory is the store manager of rhe business which moved 10 the Howard area 
in March. Originally from Illinois, Ivory said she has never been around such 
a warn environment of black people and anticipates Homecoming weekend, 
which stans today. 
Along with the toy bison, the store will cany blue reddy bears and gift bas-
kets decorated with blue and white ribbon for homecoming. 
And Ward's is not the only s1ore preparing for the event. fl seems many local 
businesses are catching the blue and while school spirit as they prepare for 
increases of shoppers and sales of up to 50 percent. 
Al Nice, store manager at Up Against The Wnll on Georgia Ave., said the 
store looks forward lo homecoming. While store managers will not extend 
store hours, Nice said special guest disc jockeys will be featured to draw anen-
t ion 10 the traditionally festive weekend. 
"Both traffic and sales will probably increase about 50 percent." Nice said. 
"On Friday Biz Markie will be here from 4-6 p.m. and Saturday Prodigy from 
Mob Deep will be here." 
Ernest Poindexter. assistant manager at Willies on Georgia Ave .. said rhe 
store expects large numbers of people this weekend because of homecoming 
bur also because of new releases. 
"Both rhe new Outkasl and rhe Prodigy CD came out this week:· Poindex-
ter said. "Also rhe Scarface album has been doing really well. Those CDs along 
with the events this weekend will increase sales even more.'' 
McDonald's is another business tradirionally packed with people during 
homecoming. Last year. the restauranr had 10 close off it's parking lot 
because of the large volume of traffic. 
Sean Goodwin. an assistant manager ar rhe Georgia Ave. McDonald's. said 
she was not al the store for last year's homecoming and doesn't know what 
lo expect. Goodwin said the store has no special plans 10 close off the park-
ing 101 as of yet. 
"h's really up 10 the DC police," Goodwin said. "It's up lo rhem 10 decide 
what's best for the store, they are our security." 
While most stores said they expect an increase in shoppers, most aren't wor-
ried about an increase in shoplift ing. 
"We believe in our customers and that they won ·1 shoplift." Ivory said. ''I' ve 
always had the 3llitude that if someone is really shon on money it's bcner if 
they just tell me." 
As the area businesses prepare for this fun and often chaotic weekend. one 
thing is for sure: everyone loves reing close to Howard and all it's excite-
ment. 
"I look fonvard 10 meeting new people from all over," Ivory said. "We appre-
ciate Howard and the srudents who shop here:· 
Pho10 B, J<1Zcllc Bcllcvance 
McDonald 's is traditionally packed with people during Homecoming 
week. Last year, the restaurant had to close otT it 's parking lot because 
of the large volume of traffic. 
RETIREMEtJT INSURA NCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES TUITION flflAIJ(IIIG More than Giving Back 
Why is TIAA-CREF the 
#1 choice nationwide? 
The TIAA-CREF 
Advantage. 
Year 1n and year out, employees at education and 
research institutions have turned to TIAA.( REF. 
And for good reasons. 
• Easy diversification among a range of expertly 
managed funds 
• A solid history of performance and exceptional 
personal service 
• A strong commitment lo low expenses 
• Plus, a full range of flexible retirement income op1tons 
For decades, TIAA.(REf has helped professors and staff 
at over 9,000 campuses across the country invest for-
and enjoy~uccessful relirements. 
Choosing your retirement plan provider is simple. 
Go with the leader: TIAA-CREF. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it.'" 
THE TIAA-CREF 
ADVANTAGE 
Investment Expertise 
Low Expenses 
Customized 
Payment Options 
Expert Guidance 
1.800.842.2776 
www.tiaa-cref.org 
For more canplete informatioo(llloursecurilies products, please rail 1.000.842.2733, ext 5509, to request f)I05jle(tuses. Read lhemcatefully 
before you invest • TIAA-CREF ~ividual and klll!Mional Services, inc. distnbut~ the CREF and TlM Real Estate variable annt.ilies. • Teachers 
Pmonal Investors Servi<:~. inc. distribut~ the l'ffion.JI Annuities variable annuity component, mutlJ3I foods and 111tioo sa'iings agreemenl$. • 
TIAA and TIAA-CREF Lile 11151J<ance Co .• New '<b'k, NY. issue iflS<Jrance and amuilies • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB Jl!O"ldes ltUSl service\. 
• Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed. C 2000 TIAA-CREF 08/03 
Howard Alumni and Returned Volunteers 
Discuss the Rewards of Service 
Celebrate the 40 year Howard University 
and Peace Corps connection! Howard 
graduates and returned Peace Corps 
volunteers discuss how Peace Corps 
changed their lives and shaped their 
careers. Find out how you could 
continue the legacy in making a difference! 
Thursday, November g 
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Ralph Bunche International Affairs Center 
2218 6th Street, NW 
Peace Corps Volunteers e~joy: 
• Two years of personal and 
professional growth. 
• Non-competitive eligibility for 
some government jobs upon 
return. 
• $6,075 in the bank after 
returning home. 
• Free travel to and from their 
country of service. 
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We invite Howard University students to join us 
Monday, October 30, 2000 
t rs?: M 
l WC 7]bfil L 
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Professional Skills Module, "2nd Interview Salary Negotiation" 
4:00 PM • 5:00 PM 
School of Business Auditorium, 2nd floor 
Presentation 
6:oo PM • 7:30 PM 
School of Business, Faculty Lounge, 5th floor 
Merrill Lynch is an equal opportunity employer. 
ml.com/careers be bullish ~Merrill Lynch 
0 2000 Momll Ly,,cn & Co.,""'• 
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District Residents Fight to 
Reopen Pennsylvania Avenue 
Join us at our 
Te.acher Job Fair 
By K ENRYA MALIKH RANKJN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
For five years District civic and business leaders have 
been fighting for the reopening of Pennsylvania Avenue 
to no avail. Now these community leaders have unveiled 
a new plan. 
The street was closed to traffic in 1995 at the order of 
President Clinton. Clinton opted 10 close Pennsylvania 
Avenue between 15th and 17th streets. NW, without pub: 
lie discussion or prior notice. The decision was a result 
of the April 19, 1995 truck bomb explosion in Oklahoma 
City. 
The decision to close the street has long been protest• 
ed. Traffic is a major nuisance in the area, with all of the 
traffic generated by the estimated 29,000 vehicles that 
pass through the area being forced onto H, I, and Kstreets 
and 14th, 15th, and 17th streets. This rerouting bas been 
calculated to add anywhere from 20 to 45 minutes to a 
trip in the area. 
In addition, the city has lost $728,000 in parking meter 
collections, and had to shell out nearly $1.6 mi llion to 
modify the Metro system in the area. according to the find-
ings of a survey on the street closing conducted by the 
Rand Corporation. 
Local business owners said the street closing negative• 
ly affects busine-~s and several have been actively work• 
ing. along with District Congressional Delegate Eleanor 
Holmes Norton, 10 reopen tlie Avenue. 
The proposed plan would change the movement of 
traffic in the area. reducing 1he width of the avenue from 
six lanes of traffic and two parking lanes to four lanes 
total. Stopping and standing would be prohibited and there 
would be no traffic at all from 10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. The 
plan also calls for the curving of the street northward, to 
provide 385 feet clearance of the White House, 60 feet 
more than is currently available. 
The plan calls for movable 60•foot pedestrian bridges 
to be built over each end of the street. The bridges would 
hang low enough that trucks and similar sized vehicles 
could not pass underneath. 
Norton feels strongly that the street should be reopened. 
" I believe tha1 the While House will weigh the terrible 
damage to this city and region and to the nation's 'Main 
Street' symbol of an open society against the real risks 
today,'' Norton said. 
District of Columbia Mayor Anthony A. Williams 
expressed his support of the plan in a statement released 
by his communications office. 
"\Ve want to work together with the Clinton Adminis• 
tration to develop a solution that balances safety and con-
venience." Williams said. 
The plan is under review by the Secret Service. 
.. ,. . . 
FAIRFAX COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Hiring for the 200 I• 2002 school year 
November 11, 2000 
Elementary, 
Secondary, and 
Special Education 
All candidates 
must pre-schedule 
an interview. 
Please call 
703-750-8533 
between October 16 and 
November 3. 
Allen Builds Hope in Ward 8 
Help Us 
Build the Future 
CHILD 
by 
The Job Fair is being held at: 
Oakton High School 
2900 Sutton Road, By BRAKKTON BOOKI;R 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
With the re•election of Sandy Allen (0), development 
for Ward 8 looks good. 
Allen. 56. won her second term as chairperson of Ward 
8 during the primary elections. With only one competi• 
tor, Sandra Seegars (D), 49, Allen won with a landslide 
victory. 
Ward 8 in Southeast is known for being the most pover-
ty and crime infested pan of town. ln 1998. Ward 8 record· 
ed the largest figures of low-income households and low 
birth weight babies in the District. 
Allen has slowly but surely began changing the image 
of the ward. with new programs and housing facili ties. 
Bob Bethea, Allen's campaign manager said the ward 
is making great strides because of Allen·s commitment 
to the community. 
"We have our share of poverty," Bethea said. "But Allen 
is well liked, well connected. and works very closely with 
the community. Just because we have public housing 
doesn't mean people are that bad off." 
Allen received 70 percent of the vote while Seegars 
received under 20 percent. 
No stranger to poverty. Allen is a former welfare moth· 
er and resident of Ward 8. Allen is fully aware of the neg-
ative statistics in her ward. Many of her supporters feel 
her connection to 1he area is what fuels her drive to help 
elevate the very community she grew up in. 
Allen has been active on the council's human services 
committee which ,erves abused children, welfare depen-
dent families and Medicaid patients. The council mem• 
ber also played an intricate role in creating a patient's bill 
of rights and supporting her ward·s most prolific employ-
er. The Greater Southeast Community Hospital. 
These projects have been accomplished since Allen was 
first elected to office in 1998. 
And Allen continues to positively affect the impover• 
ished ward. 
At 701 Mis.,issippi Ave. a recreation center is being built 
and is tentatively set 10 open in November. A set of ten• 
nis court, are in the foreground of two large foundations 
of what is going to be the main building of the center. 
"It's coming along nicely.'' said a thirty-year-old passer• 
by while carrying hu two year-old daughter. "I can't wait 
10 see how it look, when they're done." 
CHILD 
$1000 "It's about time, .. said Tyrone Williams. a security 
guard and native resident of Ward 8. 'They had this kind 
of stuff for white kids years ago. This place is going to 
provide children with a place to study. positive role mod· 
els, and give stmcture in their lives.'' 
signing llonus 
in selected fields! 
And at the intersection of Wheeler Ave and Valley Ave. 
new housing projects are being built for seniors and sin• 
gle fomiltes. 
College & Professional Career Fair 
Thursday, November 2, 2000 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Washington Convention Center 
1------ ··· .............. .... ... .................................................. _ ................................. . 
Attended by Fortune 500 & Local 
Companies 
Bell Atlantic/Verizon, International Broadcasting 
Bureau, Secret Service, US Airways, Wachovia, US 
Dept. of State, Sun Microsystems, State Farm 
Insurance, Harvard University-JFK School of Govt., 
Hershey Foods, Defense Finance & Accounts 
Services and many, many more!! 
1----------........................................................................... .. 
Free Admission & Open to the Public! 
Undergrads, grads, alumni & professionals from all 
majors should attend. 
------------------······ .. ············ ........ 
• Dress for an inteNiew 
• Bring copies of your resume 
• Be ready to be employed by the company you want 
• Get your resume on the internet for free 
Sponsored by: 
BLACK 
■NT■n-•-n1s11 
For booth avallablllty or more Information, please call 
800/955-5134or visit 
www.careerfalr.com 
\ 
Vienna, Virginia 
8a3o AM to 3•30 PM. 
For information and directions, 
visit our website: 
http:/ /www.fcps.ec1u 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
We Value Diversity 
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Future uncertain for Versity.com 
By J £NNIF"ER F URIA 
The Posl (Ohio U.) 
--------------- 1hen 1he problems started. 
"If you missed a day or CollegeClub Inc. filed for bank-
ruplcy, and Bos1on-based S1uden1 
two of class, it was nice Advamage Inc. soon acquired ii in (U-WTRE) ATHENS, Ohio -
With the help of a friend named 
Versi ty.com, Ohio University 
sophomore Kelly Banemes had 
no trouble turning off his alarm 
and falling back asleep without 
giving a second 1hough1 10 !he lec-
ture class he would be missing. . 
to be ab le to get the Augusl 2000 for a deal wonh $20 
million in cash and s1ock, according 
notes easily Online, " 10 !he CollegeClub Web si1e. 
- Kelly Bartemes But there were some assets of Col-
-------------- legeClub.com that S1uden1 Advan-1age Inc. did no1 wish 10 acquire, one 
"If you missed a day or two of 
class, ii was nice to be able to get the 
no1es easily online," he said. But 
with 1he disappearance of 
Versity.com, Banemes said he is 
lucky 1hat his classes this quaner do 
not rely heavily on lectures and that 
most of his professors now put their 
notes online. 
Versity.com, an online service that 
posted free lecture no1es for more 
lhan 6,900 classes at more lhan 145 
colleges and universities. was prac-
t.ically a second roommate 10 some 
OU students by last Spring Quaner. 
This fall. however. Versity.com is 
no longer available. 
''They were surviving, but they jus1 
weren't profiting,'' said Rachel 
Tomko , an OU senior who was 
employed by Versity.com las1 year. 
As a campus manager, Tomko hired 
all Course Research Coordinators 
(nole-takers) and marketing repre-
sentatives. 
Versi1y.com was bough! by Col-
legeClub.com, !he number one col-
lege-oriented Web si1e, according 10 
a repon from Media Mct.rix and PC 
Oa1a Online. 
The San Diego-based College-
Club.com has acquired several other 
college-oriented Web si1es including 
CollegeStudent.com, eStudent-
Loan.com, Can1pus24.com and col-
legeBeat.com. 
The new move seemed like a secure 
deal for Versity.com, considering that 
CollcgeClub.com 's membership 
grew from I million 10 3 million in 
IO months, according 10 College-
Club.com 's Web site 
(h1tp://www.collegeclub.com). But 
of them being Versity.com. 
One reason 1bat Studen1 Advantage 
may have had a lack of interest in 
Versity.com is 1he controversies sur-
rounding whether offering a profes-
sor's lecture no1es online is consid-
ered copyright infringement. 
OU psychology professor Paula 
Popovich, whose Psychology IO I 
lecture notes were available on Ver-
sity.com last year, said she thinks the 
information she covers in class 
should not be allowed to be repro-
duced online. 
.. I have on my syllabus a line now 
!hat reminds people !hat the infor-
mation covered in this class is the 
intellectual property of me. the 
instructor. and for them to make 
money from it is no1 acceplable," 
she said. Popovich said it is extreme-
ly imponant for her students 10 ancnd 
• give each other a 
heads 
I 
saying 
word ■ 
up without 
a. 
Int r oducing 2-way text messaging. Free 
an d unlimited through February 200 I. 
Just because you can ' t talk out loud. doesn't mean you can't keep talking. 
Add 2-way text messaging co any qualify ing calling plan and receive. rep ly 
to and send short messages between compatible wireless phones and 
Interne t e-mail addresses. 
For a limite d t ime, get a $50 m a il -in reb ate w ith t h e purc h ase of t h e featured Nokia 8260 wirele ss phone. 
I 800-IMAGINE. 
att.com/getconnected 
PHONES BY NOK I A 
(."(:N!'QIC"ffll,IO PllUf'U! 
WIRELESS FROM AT&T. 
YOUR WORLD. CLOSE AT HAND. AT&T 
C2000 AT&T. Mutt have a quallfyln& AT&T W lreleu S•rvlc•• c.alllna plan to aub1c-fib• t.O A'T&T Te)tt Me1n1ing ser-vlce. C,all1n1 plans r•qulN ,a ,,..d,t check. ac:tl<nitlon f••• an annual conu-acc and • Ol&•tJil m.,ihl 
ne~oMI: phone. Two•w•y men-qlna•-enabled o •sital multhnetwork phone required to send mesnge.s. Not avallabte for pu~hase in all areas, You can onty u,nd menqes when using the AT&T n•twork and then 
onty Jn aele<:t 1•oaraphlc areas. M~Jmum mesu,&e len,&th h I $0 cha,..cter, . which Include• the ♦~m•II addreu. DIiiin& will automatlcalty becsn on March I. lOOt . b••e<I on the AT).T Te•ct Meua&•"'• plan You <:hoote. Subtec:c to tcirms of -1re1css 1er..,jce 
a,1reement and calllna p lan brochures. Nokia mall In rebate: One rebate per pun::hase of a Nokia 8260 Dl&lul multl-necworlic: phone and wlreleu service ;\Ctlvatlon with AT&T. Mun remain on scrvico from AT&T for JO d.-ys ,o be cllglble. Nokl• pro,.lde, 
rebate In the form of a.n ATM Rebate Card, See N okl'll ma.11-11"1 c.oupOt"I for full terms and condition,. Vold where prohl~ted. Nokia m.J,\l•ln rebate expires 11/12/00. 
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IT'S THAT TIME 
AGAIN ... 
General Mandatory Registration 
for Spring 2001 
Monday, November 6 - Friday, November 17 
SCHEDULE 
DAY DATE CLASSIFICATION* 
Monday November6 Senior 
Tuesday November7 Junior 
Wednesday November8 Sophomore 
Thursday November9 Sophomore /Freshman 
Friday NovemberlO Freshman 
Saturday November 11 Graduate/ Professional 
Sunday November12 All 
Monday November13 All 
Tuesday 
•nnn November 14 All 
Wednesday November15 All 
Thursday November16 All 
Friday November 17 All 
*If you are not sure of your official classification, please contact Enrollment 
Management/Records (806-2712), "A" Building Room 104. 
' 
-
• Students are required to meet with their academic advisor for discussion and 
approval of proposed course selections before using HU B.I.S.O.N. 
(202-806-4537, 7 AM-7PM). 
• Printouts will be available in Cramton Auditorium November 6th through 
November 17th• 
WHEN YOU REGISTER, Think ''3'' 
• Press 113'' if you want to receive credit for your courses. 
• Press 
113'' when you finish entering your courses to make sure that they are 
confirmed. 
• Take 3 minutes to pick up your printout at Cramton. 
THE HILLTOP 
,. 
. I 
• 
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NATION & WORLD 
Dominica's Prime Minister Rosie Douglas Dead at 59 
13y CLEMENTIA EUGENE 
Hilltop StaIT Writer 
Roosevelt "Rosie .. Bernard Douglas who led the Coali-
tion-Government of the island of Dominica following the 
January 31, 2000 general election was laid to rest oa 
October 16, 2000. According to autopsy results, Douglas· 
sudden death on October l, 2000, was caused by heart 
failure as a result of complications from hypenension. He 
is Dominica·s first Prime Minister to die in office. hav-
ing been in power for only eight months. 
Pierre Charles who was the Communication and Works 
Minister in the Coalition Government becomes the 
island's sixth Prime Minister since independence in l 978. 
In his first radio and television address to the nation, he 
said, "We must build on what he has done and expand on 
our eITons to ensure that the resources are available to 
this country." Meanwhile, the leader of the Opposition 
United Workers Party, Edison James is keeping a watch-
ful eye on how the new Prime Minister handles the posi-
tion. ·•tam sure Charles will seek to do his best, we just 
have to see how that best plays out. I heard him indicate 
·what his priorities are and then we will look to see how 
he delivers on the work he has to do," James said. 
Douglas' brother and father were both politicians and 
represented the Ponsmouth. thereby, making it almost a 
family constituency. His brother Mjchael. who died in 
1991. was a former finance Minister and leader of the 
Dominica Labor Party. The residents of Portsmouth 
protested the funeral arrangements. insisting he should be 
buried in the public cemetery in Ponsmouth and not at 
the family burial site in Hampstead. However, the wish 
of Douglas' 81-year old mother. Bernadette Douglas. pre-
vailed and he was buried at the family plot. 
Douglas, throughout his life assumed the role of black 
power and civil rights advocate. fighting against oppres-
sion and injustice and helping to resolve conflicts in a 
number of countries in Africa. Europe. Canada. and the 
Caribbean. He will be remembered for being an activist 
in 1969 as a student who ran afoul of the Canadian author-
ities for his pan in the student protest against discrimi-
nation. This event took place at the Sir George William 
University now known as Concordia University. He was 
subsequently jailed for a short period for leading the rebel-
lion. In the 1960s, Douglas m1Veled throughout Ontario 
10 colleges and university campuses and the Caribbean 
explaining the issue of racism in Canada. He was banned 
from traveling to places like Antigua. St. Vincent. nod 
Trinidad and Tobago. These struggles laid the foundation 
to Douglas· political career that earned him the position 
as the Prime Minister of Dominica eight months ago. 
Douglas was also one of the principal organizers of the 
Black Writers Congress in Canada held in 1968 that 
served to raise the black consciousness of the Montreal 
black community. He is the .iuthor of the book 'Chain, 
or Change· where he wrote of the long suffering of 'our 
brothers and sisters: "'!be Black Power Movement is !inn 
in the belief that if all Dominicans are given the oppor-
tunity to learn and to develop their talents. wc can 
together transforn1 our country. and our~elves." he said 
in the book. 
Douglas will be remembered by the people in his coun-
try for making great strides for the Black community. The 
Prime Minister died one day shon of his 59th binhday. 
Clinton Signature Approves Tougher Drunk Driving Campaien 2000 
The Countdow11 
Continues 
By ZED E CKERT 
U-WIRE Washington Bureau 
President Clinton, flanked by victims of drunk 
drivers, signed a long-anticipated bilJ Monday that 
would create the first-ever national drunk driving 
standard. 
"We have been working for years now to increase 
awareness. strengthen laws and toughen enforce-
ment," President Clinton told families and victims 
of drunk driving incidents in a Rose Garden cer-
emony. 
The new law sets the impaired driving standard 
at .08 percent blood alcohol content. a lower num-
ber than the .10 BAC most states now use. Esti-
mated to save upwards of 500 lives a year. the bi ll 
comes as pan of the 2001 Transponation Act, a 
hard-fought three-year banle between the presi-
dent and the Republican-controlled Congress. 
"Ibis .08 standard is the biggest step to tough-
en drunk driving laws and redi1ce alcohol-rela1ed 
crashes since a national minimum drinking age 
was established a generation ago," Clinton said. 
"We sounded the call here at the White House for 
a .08 standard in all 50 states over two and a half 
years ago. It has been an uphill ba11le." 
In I 995. C)joton signed a zero tolerance law for 
underage drin,king and driving. But according to 
Mothers Against Drunk Driving, between l 986 
and 1997 the largest age group arrested for DUI 
per I 00,000 drivers was 21- to 34-year-olds. And 
among this generation, more undergraduates will 
die from alcohol-related causes, more than the 
number of students who will get masters degrees 
and doctorates combined, MADD rcpons. 
For Millie Webb, presidem ofMADD. the pres-
ident's signature marked an imponant step for-
ward in the fight to save lives. And for those under 
the age of 21, MADD's message is simple. 
"If you're under 21. the amount of alcohol you're 
supposed to have is none ... Webb told U-WIRE 
Monday morning. "We're doing everything with• 
in our power to educate ... 
MADD places significant focus on educating 
high school and college-aged students about the 
dangers of drinking and driving. With President 
Clinton at her side. Webb recalled the 1972 acci-
dent that claimed the life of her young daughter 
and nephew. She suITered bums over 75 percent 
of her body and a broken neck. Webb's unborn 
child at the time. Kara. was born legally blind due 
10 the crash. 
"A lot of people don't feel it can happen to them ... 
said 17-year-old La'Tina Taylor. who lost her 
cousin three years ago to a drunk driver. "You can 
be a statistic." 
The president said the message of the day was 
simple. 
"Alcohol is still the single greatest factor in 
motor vehicle deaths and injuries." he said. '"This 
law ... is simply a common sense way to stop that." 
Opponents of the bill said it unfairly targets those 
who may have lower tolerances and are just casu-
al drinkers. But according to statistics by the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. 
15 states had .08 BAC laws in place in 1997. In 
those states. 274 lives were saved. The NHTSA 
esti mates if all 50 states had such laws in place that 
year. an additional 590 lives could have been 
saved. 
Jan Blaser-Upchurch. vice president of Victims 
Issues for MADD. said lowering the standard .to 
.08 BAC woulcl make a significant difference. 
"It is imponant that wc recognize that (.08 BAC) 
is a national standard." the Tucson. Ariz .• woman 
said. "It's really going to save so many families." 
The .08 measure comes as pan of a larger 1rans-
ponation bill designed to improve roads. bridges. 
airpons and mass transit. Senator Frank Lauten-
berg (D-NJ) and Representative Nita Lowey (D· 
NY) were vocal proponents on Capitol Hill. 
'The law is effective," the president said. "When 
a driver with a .08 blood level turns the ignition. 
that driver is turning a car into a lethal weapon.'' 
Harvard Law Prof, Sharpton to Def end 
Rappers Implicated in Stabbing of NBA Star 
By J USTIN,\ L. WONG 
Harvard Crimson (Harvard U.) 
(U-WlRE) CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - A Harvard Uni-
versity Law School professor has joined civil rights 
activist Rev. Al Sharpton to defend a rap group implicated 
in the Sept. 25 stabbing of Boston Celtic Paul Pierce. 
Climenko Professor of Law Charles J. Ogletree. along 
with Sharpton and Source magazine CEO David Mays, 
held a press conference at the Norfolk County House of 
Correction in Dedham Tuesday afternoon. where Ray-
mond Scott. leader of the rap group Made Men is impris-
oned on an unrelated assault charge. 
Earlier in the day. the threcmen had auended the pre-
trial hearing in Boston municipal coun of Tony Hurston, 
an employee of Mays's who has also been implicated in 
the Pierce stabbing. Police say that Hurston instigated the 
fight with Pierce, but Hurston maintains his innocence, 
according to the Boston Globe. 
'Jwo others affiliated with Made Men are charged with 
being involved in the stabbing. 
Sco11 has not been charged in the case. 
In a telephone interv,cw, a11omey John Swomley. who 
represents both Hurston and Scott. said that he was 
pleased to have Ogletree involved. 
"Ogletree will work on some trial and media strategy;· 
Swomley said. calling Hurston's situation '·tragic." 
Sharpton, who is president of the National Action Net• 
work (NAN), said he plans to use the Scou case as a prime 
example of racial stereotyping in his summit. which will 
be held Oct. 30 at the NAN headquarters 
in Harlem. 
Last summer, Scou alleges. two Braimree police offi-
cers wrongly arrested him after he made a legitimate pur-
chase on his own credit card. 
An all-white. six-person jury later acquiued the police 
officers of criminal charges. 
Outside the correction facility Tuesday. Sharpton said, 
"There isa trend in this nation to stereotype people based 
on their music, dress. and friends. We have to do belier 
than that.'' 
In an effon to highlight Sco11's merits, Sharpton noted 
that he is currently collaborating with a Jewish inmate on 
a book of essays and poems. 
"Ray is turning a negative into a positive," he said. 
Sharpton ·s summit will seek to examine the correlation 
between the hip-hop industry and violence. 
Sharpton said he hopes that I.he image of hip-hop will 
be recreated a$ ·•socially responsible." He claims that hip-
hop. "an urban artforrn and an style ... is just trying become 
established as a viable pan of American culture. 
Only days after their la,t dehate. 
reactions to this year's round of pres-
idential debates remained mixed. 
Many political pundits and Ho,,ard 
students sa"I the three debates failed 
to reveal monumental political dtf• 
fcrencc, ,n the opposing camps of 
T<!Xa< Go,ernorGeorge W. Bush and 
Vice President Al Gore 
Both haJ a list of custom-made 
political issues with only minor, cos-
metic differences. While Bush wish-
es to invest part of the social securi-
ty fund in the stock market, Gore 
regards such venture as "'risky." 
While the Vice President i< pro-life 
on tl1c abonion question, Governor 
Bu,h declares also "l am pro-life. I 
have no lithmus teM on that issue." 
Both share the view that education is 
a priority. While the Vice President 
acknowledges that the US military is 
the best in combat readiness in the 
Do you love JESUS? 
UNlfflll 
world. the Governor in,ists tltal the 
military has lost i~ strength and strik-
mg power. 
Bush has been <1ccused of shon 
memory lapses. while Al Gore is 
famed as a hyperbolic personality 
who loves exaggerations. When the 
Vice President gets detailed 111 his 
political debate, he i, accused of 
delivering bonog political rendihon, 
but when he applies brakes. he is 
further Judged as losing tl1e debate to 
Bush for speakjng less than he 
knows. 
But, fur now, the crux of the debate 
hinge, on what ruts not been said. TI1e 
issue of Texas\ death penalty record 
bas gone unscathed. 
Likewise. neither candidate 
addressed the minority marginahz.a-
tion question. And the racial profil• 
ing question was barely debated. 
-Ewa U1111ke 
Commenting on Hurston·s involvement with the Pierce 
stabbing. he said Hurston '"has nothing lo do with it. .. 
Sharpton said the legacy of the summit will be "to redi-
rect a lot of young people. inspire young people, and to 
make a positive." 
Ogletree was unavailable for comment Tuesday. If you do, join us at the UNITY FELLOWSHIP to bring 
UNITY to the Christians at Howard University 
I -
GOT MONEY? 
Air Force ROTC does/ 
Eam a degree while training to become an Air Force officer! Upon graduation, 
you have a guaranteed job with great pay and benefits wailing for you! 
Available$$$: 
Scholarships 
Who Cpn Apply; 
College Students 
Undergraduate & Gmduaro 
Gmduatlng HS Seniors (2001} 
Other Financial Incentives 
Book Money 
Monthly Stipend 
Air Force ROTC Detachment 130 is based at Howard University and also 
supports students attending the following universities and colleges: 
American, Catholic, Georgetown, George Washington, Marymount, Trinity, & UDC 
For More Information Contact 
Air Force ROTC Detachment 130 
Lt Colonel Francine Goode 
fgoode@howard.edu 
(202) 806-6788 
•e•FC>R.CE 
cao:ac 3 
LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE 
= -
Friday, November 3, 2000 - 6:30-9:JOpm - 116 Douglass Hall 
Refreshments - Music - Fun and Fellowship!!! 
All are welcome! 
Sponsored by: 
Alpha Omega Steppers, The Anglican/Episcopal Fellowship, The 
Baptist Student Union, The Catholic Fellowship, Champions for 
Christ, The Impact Movement of Campus Crusade for Christ, The 
Lutheran Fellowship, Navigators Christian Fellowship, The 
Pentecostal Student Association, ReJOYce in Jesus, Tom 
Skinner Campus Ministries/Noonday Prayer, The United Methodist 
Fellowship 
(we're coming together on this one) 
Don't Miss It! 
----~--~---------- -
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Lend a Helping Hand 
Every year, alumni crowd the foot-ball stadium during Homecom-ing. They come to watch the 
game, to cheer on their alma mater, to fill 
up on nostalgia, and to see how the Uni-
versity has matured. Alumni come to 
Homecoming en masse, so much so that 
hotels in the area treat Howard's Home-
coming like a holiday season and offer 
competitive Homecoming rates. It is 
always wonderful for alumni to show 
support for their alma mater. It is won-
derful that the sons and daughters of 
Howard return to lend their support, to 
revel in our collective victory or to suf-
fer in our collective defeat. But the sup-
port of shouts from the stadium is not 
enough. Ct is important that alumni think 
of the Howard community as more than 
just a memory, more than just nostalgia, 
more than just Homecoming. It is impor-
tant to give back to the Howard com-
munity. We call on our alumni to support 
Howard in a most memorable way: mon-
etary contributions. After all, didn't 
Howard University give alumni an edu-
cational experience that is priceless? 
Please Grow Up 
It has been two weeks since the melee in the Howard Plaza West Towers that ended up with several students 
being arrested, a police officer assaulted 
and flooded rooms. 
More than 20 rooms were flooded and 
residents· property was damaged. As a 
result, residents in the West Towers had 
their visitation cancelled because of a few 
bad apples. This is a college campus. The 
West Towers is an upperclassmen resi-
dence hall and still their are people who 
insist on acting like children. Are you two 
or are you 20? 
The fiasco started because of a few 
mentally challenged students put paper in 
the sprinklers on the fourth floor, then lit 
them and that started the flood. With no 
regard for other people, their property or 
safety, these students carried out a mind-
less practical joke. More paper was found 
in sprinklers that could have caused even 
more damage. 
What kind of immature people would do 
something like that? What kind of person 
would get mad at the police because they 
were reprimanded for a disturbance they 
caused and go on a wild tirade like that? 
The Hilltop does not feel sorry for those 
involved in the fight. We feel this is a 
place for young adults, so all of us should 
act our ages. 
Closing the Gap 
More than two million people were lift-
ed out of poverty last year as the medi-
an household income rose for the fifth 
consecutive year, the longest sustained 
rise in history. The findings, which were 
detailed in a Census Bureau study. 
reported that median income for U.S. 
households in 1999 rose 2.7 percent, 
after adjusting for inflation, to $40,800. 
Meanwhile, the percentage of population 
living below the poverty line - which 
last year was $17,029 for a family of four 
- fell to 11.8 percent from 12.7 percent 
in 1998. 
"Every economic group is seeing eco-
nomic growth, with the greatest gains, in 
percentage terms, being made by the 
hardest-pressed Americans," said Pres-
ident Clinton in response to the eco-
nomic boom. For African-Americans it 
seems the age old notion still applies, 
we've come so far, yet we still have so 
far to go. The median income for African 
Americans reached an all-time high at 
$27,910, but that's significantly lower 
than the $42,504 that the average white 
household takes home. 
With the evolution of technology mov-
ing at light-speed things could quickly go 
from bad to worse for African-Ameri-
cans. With an ultraproductive cyber-
world of computers, broadband networks 
and the Internet, technology may create 
a gap between the haves and the have 
nots that can never be closed. 
~oo* 
Letters to the Editor 
Please 
Remember 
The Bank 
Dear Editor. 
In your Friday. Oct. 13. listing of 
historic African American events 
that occurrd in the month of Octo• 
ber. an event of single importance 
in African American economic hb-
1ory was omitted. Capitnl Savings 
Bank. arguably the first Negro 
owned and controlled bank in the 
United States. was opened for busi-
ne" on October 17. I 888 at 804 F 
S1rect, NW. 
-Timothy A. Jones 
About This Page 
The opinions expressed 
on the Editorial Page are 
the views of the The Hill-
top Editorial Board and 
do 1101 directly reflect the 
opinion of Howard Uni-
versity, its Administra-
tion, individual Hilltop 
Policy Board members, 
or the student body. The 
opinions expressed on 
the Perspectives page 
are those of the writers 
and do not represent the 
view of the Editorial 
Board. 
CORRECTIONS 
Due to a reporting error, we 
incorrectly reported that 15 
students were arrested in 
front of the Towers last week. 
Only four students were 
arrested. We regret the error. 
The Hilltop is dedicated to 
accuracy in its reporting and 
editing. Corrections should 
be reported to the editor at 
(202) 806-4748. 
Corrections will ron on the 
Editorials page each week as 
they are identified. 
Great Homecoming 
Commentary 
Dear Editor: 
I just wanted to let you know that I 
thoroughly enjoyed your article, "Ht•me-
commg 21X>O: An Accident Waiting t<' 
Happen" (10/20/00), regarding this 
year's homecoming. I think ifs a shame 
that the artists performing are some 
unknown, unde,ired artists ... This is my 
fourth year here at Howard, and it seems 
as though Homecoming gets worse 
every year. 
TI1ank you tor your honest views and 
truthful perspective about Homecom• 
ing. Keep up the good world 
-Yanique Johnson 
Please Write Us 
We encourage our readers to write letters to the 
Editor. Tell us what you think 
about the paper and its con-
tents. 
We strive to produce a 
quality weekly with news 
pages that are devoid of slant 
or personal bias. Please 
address all letters or com• 
ments to The Hilltop, 2251 
Sherman Ave .. NW, Wash-
ington, DC. 2000 I. You can 
also e-mail us at thehill-
10p@hotmail.com 
The Hilltop. Be Heard. 
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All 
PERSPECTIV·ES 
December 12 Point of View 
--------------~ 
by Summer Brown 
Breana Smith 
On the 11th of December, I was ready to face the world. Now. to me, every 
day is December 12. I had always been privileged 10 a convincing bmvado; 
seemingly 1oge1her, head,trong. and worthy of admim1ion. Today, I long for 
moments of false security. Now. sadly, what stands as jest was once unbri-
dled truth. Now. inside. I am sha11ered. Deeply wounded. ~o I seek 10 be 
ensconced by what feels good-whoever and whatever that may be. 
Since December 12, I have grown up. I have moved out, moved beyond 
the physical embodiment of my worst nightmare. I am fortunate 10 have met 
a kindred spirit, but can he know 1be intenninable winter lying just beneath 
my eyes? The pain I seek to hide behind my grin? Perhaps he does. Perhaps 
he knows 1he smile is too wide. I am blessed 10 have someone with whom 
10 share my dreams and lamentations. but he is not always here. Tl comes to 
me, a visceral moment out of detachment-when I think l am alone. think 
the noise within has quieted, bu1 there is the growing. sickening sensation 
in my gut. II comes 10 me when I reach out for my soul. but there is only the 
void of my deepest violation. 
It will never leave. It ca1111ot be healed. 
Today, December 12. Homecoming looms over us. Celebmtion abounds. 
Alcohol will now freely. A good time will be sought after by all. Ladies will 
dress up. go 10 1he clubs, hang ou1, have fun. Fellas will kick ii hard, try to 
spit game, ac1 a fool, have fun. In the midst of the excitement and fun and 
partying, he wiU go 10 far. He does not know that "No," in fact, means NO. 
She will be desecrated. She will learn of my daily 1ormen1. She will be 
acquainrnnce-raped. Her calendar. too, will consist of one day. 
Ladies, I beseech you 10 keep your eyes on your friends and enemies alike. 
Gentlemen. I beg you 10 suffer momentary discomfort than to destroy anolh· 
er life, only 10 leave a surviving shell. I plead you 10 respect that no is in fact 
no, and to impart 1hat she's be11er off being a freak who's a lease 1han a plain• 
tiff in your trial. Be safe, I pray you. and lei me relive my pain in effigy so 
1ha1 no others may have the same fate. 
II does nol mauer what soap I use. Still. I can smell his skin. Damp and 
musky. Heavy and raw. As the lather rinses gently away, I am overwhelmed. 
It ca1111ot be was/red away with tire years. It ca/1/lOt be forgo11e11. 
Breana Smith is a Physics/Political Science do11ble-111ajor. 
The Mailman and My 
Mother 
Michael Winfield 
•• On Monday, I will 1ake an essay queSlion 1es1 concerning equality. One of 
our readings is the immortal Le11er From a Birmi11gha111 Jail. In the course 
of discussing King's philosophy on equality, and what is necessary 10 have a 
legitimate slate, we came 10 the issue of respect. King, of course. believes in 
- ,he Golden Rule. and by extension. that we all have an inalienable human dig-
t'nity and moral wonh. 
One of my classmates proffered an example of equality of moral worth ·s 
inefficacy in invoking the others: equality of 1reatmen1, equality of access and 
, equality of opportunity. He believed that while he respected his mailman. 1ha1 
.did 001 mean he believed his mailman was entitled 10 a mansion, to higher 
education, 10 other social goods. 1 responded 1ha1 he did not. in fact, respect 
his mailman. While he insist~d 1ha1 he respected his mailman as a human being 
(whatever that means), the belief persisted that hi, mailman is nol en1i1lcd to 
highly valued social goods because he is a mailman. While he was uncon-
scious that he was promulgating class dis1inc1ion based on profession. what 
he said equates to the s1a1emen1: ·'S1aius determines access to valued goods. 
, and respect is a function of status." 
I do nol need 10 tell you this is both fallacious. in support of oligarchy. and 
poorly 1hough1 oul. My uncle. the one who was nol shot in 1he 1hroa1, is a 
Vietnam veteran. When he came back from Viernam, he was a drug addict. 
.He cleaned himself up, found Islam, and now works as a part-time bodyguard 
1 for Al Sharp1on ... and as a mailman. He has been locked in steel boxes for refus-
ing 10 cluster-bomb people, for opening his mouth when Black soldiers were 
sent in as Vietnamese sniper practice. And because he drives a mail truck, he 
is somehow below your respect' 
In my Black Diaspora class, I argued with a young lady over the role of 
women "back in 1heday." She was vehemently opposed to the ideas of Book-
er T. Washington, who advocated vocational schools. She was opposed 
because those vocational, industrial, and technical schools only offered 
courses in cooking and so on 10 women. She went on 10 note the indepen-
dence of such women as Sojourner Truth and Harriet Tubman. I tried 10 explain 
that women's issues were guile different for the average Negress when most 
Black women were former slaves. Going immediately 10 University was nol 
a possibility. Laying a foundation fnr one's children. so that they might go 10 
University, was. I offered 1he example of my mother, whose Bachelor's degree 
is in Home Economics. Thai 1he existence of a specialized degree in Home 
Economics for women confirn1s the existence of sexism is irrelevant. With 
1ha1 degree, my mother 1hen earned a Master's in Education. And 1 ate well 
as a child. Do not laugh. Many Black children in my circumstances with 
improper nutrition failed ou1 of grade school. This was lost on 1hc girl, who 
believed in asserting the power of the Black woman. Whal she was saying. 
in effect. was: "The rights of women 10 achieve accomplishments equal 10 
those of men are important regardless of their situation or their condition.'' 
I do not need to tell you this is poorly 1houghl out. What does University 
mean 10 a woman who cannot feed her kids? And how does a degree in Psy-
chology help her feed her kids? In 1878? There was a reason average Black 
people supported BookerT. Washington, a reason W.E. B DuBois's elitist ideas 
of the Talented Tenth were ignored. and she was missing it because she was 
"100 good 10 cook." My mother wasn't "loo good 10 cook." And when she 
was born, in 1946. her right to vote was 1101 ye1 protected. She did nol whine 
about cooking; she rolled up her sleeves and did what she had 10 do. How is 
my mother below you? 
Who do you niggers think you are? 
Michael \Vinjield is the Editorials Editor. He is a Junior Political Scie11cc major. 
I 
African Tykes With No Hands 
Christopher David 
I find myself writing a leuer 10 a friend back home on a Saturday full of 
sunlight and smiles. JI is probably the first time I have actually sci out to do 
something. and sat down and actually done i1 without fear of deadlines. 
fatigue arresting my progress. haste ruining 1he quality. or 1ha1 damned 
creditor 1rying to find the guy who lived in my room before me. calling me 
and threatening 10 have me arrested. II is probably lhe lirsl time I have sel 
ou1 to write something. and wri11en ii all al once. instead of fifteen minutes 
here. and lif1een minutes 1here, on buses. in cars. in parks. in between 1he 
larger events of my life. 
II is alright-because 1here really is no aherna1ivc-being a rat on a wheel in 
a cage. Simply waiting 10 be released from the cage. Simply wondering where 
1he wheel ends. Do you dismount and land in the lawyer's life? 1he doctor's? 
1he 1v guru's? 1he broker's'! 1he lobbybl's? What exactly are the ex1racurric· 
ulars leading up to? Does all of ii add up. in someway, and after graduation 
do we gel lo sleep off all lhe hours we missed in arriving at this nebulous goal 
of a professional life. as a reward'! 
I reread the letter she :.enl me. She talks about helping small Sierra Leon-
ian children whose hands were chopped off "al 1he cosl of poli1ics" because 
this is her last year in college and 1hc las1 vestige of"save the world"-is kick· 
ing in and suddenly she's having slight misgivings about the Big 5. Ac1ual-
ly, she is not sure what she wants 10 do but fully three- quarters of 1he things 
that she has prepared 10 do concern finance. She wants 10 write ,ong lyrics. 
she wants 10 open up a slam poetry nightclub. she wan1, 10 join the Peace 
Corps, she wants 10 ge1 n PhD in philosophy and enter 1ha1 academic scene. 
She telemarkets her way through school, interns a1 1he Fed. and keeps her 
palm pilot very. very handy. 
I prize this hour of solitude very. very highly. I keep wondering whether fu). 
fillmen1 and careers are available io one nice li11le job listing, or whether I 
will join 1ha1 rank of faceless twenty-odd year old graduate types who fre• 
quenl the strip clubs and drink a 1ad 100 much after a long hard day·s work. 
I wonder whether 1he momentum will slop. or whether I'll snatch up a job, a 
city council commi11ee, a volunteer group. a little league baseball 1eam. a wife. 
a dollar-a-day child in Bangladesh. and overload my plate so much 1ha1 I will 
lose the ability to enjoy a lick of my life. 
I prize so much the self-control and so despise the detritus. I wish I could 
emse the drunkenness that halted a respectable GPA. but I cannot, and inter• 
es1ingly enough, life seems more Dali-esque 1han ever when all the senses 
are alert and functional. After a morning run. I still see Mexican families of 
seven pacing about all in pink pants waiting for McDonalds 10 open and serve 
breakfast, and after dinner. some drunken fool is still asking me 10 spare him 
a dollar for "liquor laxes". Life is insane enough. with 1he same old people 
gelling shot back home. o'ding, and catching strokes. 
And func1ionali1y? There's 100 much 10 do. Save money. invest. pay off s1u-
den1 loans. ge1 good grades. gel ready for grad school. make con1acts, get a 
girl. establish good credit ad infinitum. There isn' t time for 2k9. there isn't 
lime for the 9:30 club featuring KRS-One. Hell. 1here·s barely time for yard-
fesl. 
Because all 1 want at forty is lots of lazy Saturday af1ernnons full of sun· 
light and smiles. And small children. 
Christoph,r Dm•ic/ is a J1111ior £1111/ish major from 8rook/y11. Nell' l'ork. 
Trying To Maintain 
Andrea Watkins 
BUCK WILD! They told me with a devilish grin on their face. That would 
be my new trademark. because I was going 10 college. Common knowledge 
was lhnt ii was always the nice girls who gel turned out. "Andrea. you· re going 
to have so much freedom. you won't know what 10 do with yourself.'' The 
nay-sayers had already determined my destiny. I would be another sia1is1ic, 
another good girl gone bad. B111 I wasn ·1 supposed to fight i1; i1 was that black 
college fever, ii gels the best of them. 
For those of you whodon'I know me, I am 1he person who runs up the down 
escalator. I like 10 go against 1he grain. So when the established college slu• 
dents had the audacity 10 tell me what mistakes I was going 10 make. I was 
detern1ined 10 prove them wrong. When I packed up for Howard University. 
I also put on my annor and tied up my boxing gloves. I had 10 be willing 10 
ba11le 1empia1ion a1 all costs. and based on the wild stories I had heard, I pre-
pared lo light alone. 
After I had experienced Howard for a few weeks, I fell ridiculous. like lhe 
little girl whose mother dressed her in a helmet and elbow and kneepad, 10 
go outside lo jump rope. I came across no one wi1h a whip and chain forcing 
me 10 compromise my morals. The mistakes 1ha1 I made would be my own. 
In facl. I was shocked al the number of organizations on campus 1ha1 were 
dedicated 10 helping students stay on the right track. Personally I fell in love 
with AW. Alpha and Omega Steppers for Christ. I witnessed a broad com-
munity of women who were de1ern1ined to maintain 1heir virtue. and were 
seeking 10 grow spiritually. Everyone knows 1he stereotype that church folk 
are ju,1 plain nosy. Well. I h:1d heard it. and in some cases I agree. However, 
these sisters didn't drill me on my background. or ask me how many times a 
day I read my bible. They 100k me tn ju,1 as I was; kind of like another divine 
person 1ha1 I know. I didn't join 1he organiLation so 1ha1 I could s1ep. I just 
saw the joy and love in their hearts, and I wamed to be a part of it. AW has 
definitely been a blessing for me. and guess what? They weren't lame. I found 
sisters who liked 10 chill and have fun jus1 like anyone else. 
So here's a shout oul for other freshmen. or students in general, who arc in1er-
es1cd in being surrounded by positive people. 1 challenge you to look for orga-
nizations like these and their ac1ivi1ies. Yeah, they throw parties, bul you can 
1rus11hat you won·1 have 10 show your thong 10 gel in. The s1uden1s here a1 
Howard University do an excellen1job of providing an ailerna1ive 10 that road 
of immorality 1hai most ,1udents 1mvel. Read the signs. look down 1he road. 
and make the right choice. 
Audrea \\~tki11s is nfreshman mnthematics major from Detroit, A1/. 
Sex, Drugs, and Novels 
At leasl once a week l' m hit with one of 1he following: 
Are you done? How far along are you? How much longer 
do you have 10 go? When can I expect 10 look for i1? 
"It" being 1.he novel I'm writing - the novel I've been 
working on for the pas1 two-and-a-half years. The novel 
I'm not ye1 done with. thank you very much. 
It's hard 10 be annoyed with people - or to justify being 
annoyed with them. a1 any m1e - for taking an in1eres1. 
Todd Kliman 
however slight. in 1he very thing 1ha1 consumes you, bu1 
thal doesn't make life any easier when you·re trying 10 
comm.ii yourself - cmo1ionally, spiritually. financially. and 
all 1he other relevant -allys- to such a draining. long-term 
project. 
And yet. And yet. 
Unless you're lucky - or unless you're Joyce Carol I Oates, or both - a novel doesn't simply pour fonh from 
the imagination one line morning, a great burst of words 
I and images and paragraphs and chapters. More oflen that 
_not, it comes slowly, if it comes at all. Tiny increments 
, 
of discovery. A gradual, unfolding process in which. layer 
by layer. you peel away what you thought you knew- the 
glib. the facile, the superficial - in order to arrive al some-
thing deeper. richer, more profound. As a mauer of 
course. you end up throwing away an awful Joi of whal 
you initially drafted - abandoning your earlier ideas, your 
earlier. certain notions of what was right. You live daily 
with frustration. uncertainty, fear, and doubt - doubt 
above al I. Am I wasting my time? Do I have anything lo 
offer 1he world? And, if you're nol amazingly strong-
willed - which is to say, if you·re human - those other 
questions begin 10 creep in10 your consciousness: Whal 's 
taking ,o long? Why aren't you finished ye1? How much 
longer do you have to go? 
Those internal questions are one thing - and may even 
be necessary in prodding 1he writer toward greater. more 
profound discoveries. It's 1he external questions 1ha1 are 
damaging, because they force the writer 10 think about a 
prospective resull before 1he process has been allowed 10 
run i1s necessary course. They serve 10 remind the writer 
1ha1 his only purpose is to produce :, commodity, when 
the truth is 1ha1 any commodity that should happen 10 
result is purely a function of his creativity. 
1 know. I know-you're not writing novels. And won't 
be - nol if you can help it. 
Bui if you·re having an authentic college experience -
as opposed 10 just taking classes and going through the 
motions and pointing toward the day when you' re gelling 
paid. yo- you should have recognized yourself in the pre• 
ceding paragraphs. Part of 1he point of college is 10 
impose upon you the life of the writer, which is, if you 
think about ii. 1101 all that different from the life of a monk. 
The solitary life. The life of the mind. Four years of liv-
ing among doubt and uncertainty. Four years of asking 
1he difficull. painful questions - not only of others, bu1 
of yourself, 100. Yourself. most of all. Four years of try• 
ing 10 discover just what ii is you have 10 say, just what 
i1 is you have 10 offer1he rest of 1he world. It's an unfold· 
ing, a process. And it takes time- a good deal more time 
than 1he paltry four years you·ve been alloted 10 spend 
on yourse If. 
Also. patience. Also. fortitude. If only to deal with those 
annoying, persistent questions we're both tired of hear-
ing: When are you grndua1ing? Whal arc you going 10 do 
with your degree when you gel out? In this. as in most 
things. the smdenl and the writer are brothers-in-arms. 
Whal the world-at-large is concerned with is. above all. 
a product. A commodity. Something ii can see and touch 
- a tangible. quantifiable good, like a loaf of bread, or a 
pair of boots. or a laptop. The world, sad 10 say, is no1 con-
cerned with your personal development, your private dis-
coveries. II wants the goods - and wants them now. 
Bui you know what? Tough. You·re simply not ready 10 
deliver them - if you were, you'd have already graduat-
ed, or quit school. or avoi!!ed school allogether and gone 
10 work. And. well - neither am I, or I'd be finished with 
1he damn thing by now. In the meantime, as we doubt and 
question and search - as we wail for 1he answers that may 
never arrive we need to remind ourselves 10 love 1he 
process. To 1rus1 in ii. The resuhs will come. surely. But 
how quickly'? With what guarantees? On the other hand, 
what lru,1ing disappoin1men1, what permanent frus1m1ion, 
is to be found in giving ourselves over complelely 10 the 
endless process of self-discovery? 
Todd Klima11 is a lec111rer i11 the Deparrme/11 of English. 
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MEACFOOTBALLSCORES 
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SATURDAY'S GAMES 
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HafJ'P!OO lWt al flgrjga MM C2PM\ • "Horr!eaxnioo· 
Norfolk SJa!t Al Howard Uotv (Noon)• "Hgmeogmng" 
M9c9M Staio at Western p nog, 
MEAC STANDINGS 
Team 
Belllun&-Cool<mon 
~Univ 
AondaA&M 
N.C A&T S""e 
Howard Univ 
Oela-48 Sl31e 
NonolkS1aie 
SC.State 
~<o,gan S1a1e 
Conf ....... -w l T for(lpp Pd 
4 0 0 149 ~1.()1)1) 
4 0 0 167 108 1000 
5 I O 264 99 ,833 
31 0 9633.750 
22 0 76108500 
I 3 0 89156 250 
I 4 0 63150 .200 
0 4 0 81 170 .000 
0 5 0 72186 .000 
Overall f'Qnts 
\'/ l T For Opp PCI 
7 0 0 214 761000 
6 I O 266 179 .857 
6 2 0 305 117 750 
5 2 0 151 67 .714 
2 5 0 119218 286 
3 4 0 182236 429 
2 5 0 9'216 .286 
1 6 0 167 280 .143 
I 6 0 91223 .143 
SPORTS BRIEFS 
STRAWBERRY PICKED UP 
Troubled slugger Dan-y1 Strawbeny is in 
jail again after leaving a treatment cen-
ter for a weekend drug binge with a 
friend. 
The suspended New York Yankees oot-
fielder was taken into custody Wednes-
day after testing positive for cocaine and 
saying he left the center where he's 
AP servin~ house arrest to ~se drugs, 
Darri l Strnwb<rrv according to Joe Papy, reg10nal d1rec-
. tor for the Florida Department of Correc-
tions. 
T-WOLVES GET STERN-ED 
NBA commissioner David Stern came down hard on the Min-
nesota Tlmbeiwolves for the secret salary agreement wtth Joe 
Smith, fining the team $3.5 million and taking away their next 
five fi rst-round draft picks. 
The penalty is one of the stiffest in league history and reflects 
how seriously the NBA considered this offense. 
Stern also voided Smith's contract, making him a free agent. 
JONES:NO JUSTICE NO PEACE 
Atlanta Braves third baseman Chipper 
Jones is upset over what he calls 
racially motivaled criticism from for-
mer teammate David Justice. 
Jones, who acknowledged publicly in 
1998 that he had fathered a child out 
of wedlock, signed a six-year, $90 
million contract extension in August. 
·11 I had had a personal situation the 
way Chipper had it, you think they '-'-=...a~ 
would have signed me to a $90 mil- AP 
lion contract?" Justice said Monday. oa, id Justicc 
"Yoo must be crazy." 
Jones suggested Tuesday that Justice was referring to race. 
·1 know he would never say this publicly, but I'm a white guy,• 
Jones told The Atlanta Joumal-Constilution. "I honestly believe 
that's what spurred all the talk. But to use my situation like that, 
I don't think that's right: 
~ .. ~ -6~ l't.lshi"gton, DC 1 PM EST 
• 
BISONROUNOUP W/>S COMPILED BY BRANDON BlCKERSTAFF 
The Lady Bison Spikers travelled to 
Greensboro, NC for the 2000 MEAC 
Round Robin Tournament. 
Story on 82 
Marie Coleman 
THE HILLTOP hHp:1/hilttop.howard.edu 
Bison Upset No. 14 North Carolina A&T THE EXTRA POINT 
Bison Football Team 
Defeats MEAC power-
house in 17-16 Thriller 
COUR1 ESl' or BtSONMANIA,Cml 
Howard used a halfback option play to score 
the ~•me-winning touchdo11 n as the Bison 
pulled off a 17-16 upset over nationally-ranked 
Nonh Carolina A&T (5-2 ovcmll. 3-1 in the 
MEAC) in a Mid-Easlem Athletic Conference 
before 9.872 at Greene Stadium. 
Sophomore running back Tauiic Rice took the 
hand-off from senior quarlerback Bobby 
Townsend and appeared 10 be running a sweep 
to the righl side until he slopped. avoided a 
defender and lolled a 17-yard pass 10 sopho-
more wide receiver Jonathan Brewer who oul• 
leaped two defenders and came down in the end 
woe with 3:47 remaining. 
"He (Brewer) told me 10 jusl throw it up and 
he'd make a play," said Rice, who leads the 
team in receiving. "I tried to throw it between 
the defenders where he could get a chance 10 
make i1 play. He made a great play." 
By Br.ANDON M. BtCKl'RSTAFF 
Sportslll!tk Editor 
THANK YOU, BISOK 
Thank you for erasing some of my doubts about you. Thank you for 
making me proud to say that I support Howard University football. 
Thank you for once again reminding me why I chose 10 take this job 
as Sportslll!ek editor. 
La.st Sa1urday'swin over Di1ision I-AA ranked North Carolina A&T 
didn't just increase the Bison's record to 2-2 in 1he Mid-Eastern Alh• 
letic Conference. No. it was more than ju,t a "W'' in the w~n-loss col-
umn. Last Saturday's vic1ory was an indicator. lt was an indicator of 
what we should expect from this Howard team 1ha1, according to !his 
Miter, bas played with a lack of intensity and focus throughout this sea-
son. 
The Bison faced a more than fornlidable foe in the Aggies. NC A&T 
had already wru<ed the feared Florida A&M a week before descending 
upon Greene Stadium. The Aggies boa.ted the one of the top defen-
sive units in the country. The Aggies bad the statistics and !heir repu-
tation on their side. Howard had hunger on theirs. 
The Bison wen! out and played like their liles depended on i1. They 
still made crucial mistakes early in lhe game. as they have been prone 
to do alt season, but somehow managed 10 pull through in the end. 
Despite what the fans and the critics said about them. lhe Bison 
thought, no. the Bison knew 1hey could beat the Aggies. 
After the Towson game, I was ready to throw in the towel on the Bison 
for the season. I just knew that if they played NC A&T the same way 
they played the ligers, there was no sense of me getting my hopes up. 
However. the Bison must have realized that people wert. oountini; on 
them. People " ere counting on the Bison to play the role ofDavid and 
heal the Goliath Aggies, if not for themselves, then for Howard, and 
its fans that suppon them. The Bison finally woke up and ans" ered the 
call. 
Charles Card split the uprights and gave 
Howard a 17-16 advantage with 3:47 remain-
ing. The Aggies still had time, bu1 a fumble by 
junior running back Maurice Hicks (25 carries, 
IOI yards) gave the ball to Howard with a lit• 
tie 0l'er 1wo minutes remaining. 
The Bison failed to make a first down and 
NOlth O!rolina A&T stiU had a chance, but 
Bison sophomore safety Vonl!1le Long secured 
the win with an in1ercep1ion of a Keith Matkins 
Mark Coleman 
Antoine Basden and the Bison pulled orr a 17-16 upset onr the national-
ly r11nked North Carolina A&T Aggies. 
Howard wit! take the field tomorrow to do banle wi1h the Spanans of 
Norfolk Stale in lhc Homecoming game, and II hile Norfolk State's team 
is mediocre a1 best. we must remember the high horse that the Aggies 
were knocked off of after underestimating Howard. Therefore, the Bison 
have to slay focused. not get complacenl with last week's triumph, and 
handle business tomorrow in Ille same way they did against NC A& T. 
pass with 40 seconds remaining. 
The Bison(2-5,2-2 inlhe MEAC)came in the game ashea,y 
uodenl<>gs 10 the Aggies, "ho Mre ranked Number 14 in la.st 
week\ Di,ision I-AA poll. The much-maligned Ho"ard 
defense had given up an al'erage of 33 points on the season 
and had been outscored 81-6 in the past 1wo games. 
sealon. This was a very important win for us.'' 
Howard limited North Carolina A&T's offense to 24-0 )ardS 
total and no touchdo" ns. The Aggies· sole touchdo" n came 
on a 85-yard kickorr return in tl1e second quaner by senior 
return specialist Ramondo Nonh. 
Despite "hat this victory will undoubtedly do for lhc team's confi-
dence, we must look at the most important thing of all: Aggie Pride died. 
lt was obvious that the Aggies expected to steam roll Ollr football 1eam. 
The way they 1alked in the tunnel and the way they sauntered onto the 
field 1old us that. And while rm still not sure 11hat an Aggie actuaJJy 
is, I am ,ure of this. Whatel'er i1 i,. 1he Bison sent it home with hull 
feelings. 
"We just II ore them down in the founh quarter," said Howard 
Coach Steve Wilson. ''The kids played their best game of the 
The 1ouchdow1  pass by Rice was the fi1111 of his career. Brandon M. Bickerstaff can be reached at clarkktnrOOS@lwtmail.com 
Tydigga's Picks of the Week 
By TvRo,.: MCCANl>lfS 
Hilhop Staff Writer 
Here we are again spons fans. I didn't get 10 run my picks las1 
week, but you will be happy 10 know that I picked Howard to upset 
A&T. But youdon'1 beliel'e me, so l'11 leavelhat alone. Well. we 
have some interesting games that could decide the MEAC race, 
so let's get staned, shall we? 
/'"'')\ Bethune-Cookman vs North Caroliua 
11, : , A&T- The unbeaten Wildcats get their fim ~ • true test of the season. The Aggies were 
served a huge helping of HUMBLE PIE la,t 
weekend in Greene Stadium. A&T is trying 10 get back on tmck 
for their second conference crown. while BCC is looking to spoil 
Homecoming for the Aggies. A&T is notorious for poor Home-
coming perfonnances. lt won'I matter, Aggies by a touchdown 
N.C. A&T 21 BCC 14 
9~ South Carolina State IS Delaware State-
Can 1he season please end for SOllth O!roli-
~ Ina State? The Bulldogs don't have a 101 to 
smile about this season except forthe fact that 
they get to unfold their 2000 MEAC (Men's Basketball) banner 
in a few weeks. The Hornets of Delaware State will look to tum 
things around after a slow start. 
Del.State 30 S.C. State 10 
&~Florida A&M ,s Hampton- lt doesn't get any benerthan this. The loser of this game can kiss their playoff chances good bye. Hamp-
ton has been on a roll over the last two 
month,. FAMU has had about two slices of the above mentioned 
HUMBLE PJE this season. Look for FAMU to win this one going 
away. 
FAMU 42 Hampton 25 
Reservoir Dogs 
A look at the Bison Football tea111 's Unsung Heroes 
By TYRONf. MCCANDIES 
Hilhop S1aff Writer 
You sec them every time the football team comes ou1 10 play. 
You have to see them, they are usually the biggest players on 
the field. However, you don' t know them as 11tll as you 1hink 
Spons tnfonna1ion 
Defensive end Oby Arab 
you do. You only 
see the quarter-
back sit back and 
throw for 400 
yards a game. 
You only see a 
halfback take 1he 
hand-off and go 
90 yards for a 
touchdown. You 
only see the line-
backer or defen-
sive back make a 
huge play on 
defense. You see a 
kicker nail a 50-
yard a11emp1 to 
win the game. 
You only know 
names like Emmit 
Smith, Walter Payton, Joe Momana, John Elwny, Dick Butkus. 
Deioo Sao<le11i, and Lawrence Taylor. These people are the back-
bone of every last football dynasty to ever walk the face of this 
earth. 
You're probably still wondering who I am talking about. I'm 
talking about the big boys. The 290-pound-and-up guys, who 
ar,: nice to you on the streets but, come game time. are the nas-
tiest people on the team. This is about the unsung heroes ou the 
foo1ball 1eam. the offensive and defensive linemen. 
These guys bust their rear ends all week in practice and dur-
ing games to make other people look good. They not only know 
where they have to be, but they know exactly where their team• 
mates are going to be on the same play. The offensive linemen 
protect the quarterback as well as open holes for the running 
backs 10 get down the field. They musl also understand lha1 they 
are a unit. 
"In order for the line 10 play 10gelher, we must know where 
the backs are going and what 1he lineman be~ide (us) is doing," 
said ti~ Bi,011 offensive guard Lee Va.son. 
Offensive linemen must also know where the opposing defen-
sive lineman is going, as well as watch out for blitzes. 
Defensive end Oby Arab, who is in line for AU-Conrerence 
honors, said, "Defensive linemen usually study mm to sec what 
offensive linemen are going to do and 10 see how the people in 
the backfield are blocking. We also must catch on 10 the quar-
Sec LINEMEN. B2 
Western Illinois ,s Morgan State- The 
MEAC doesn't do ,cry 11ell again>t the Gate-
way Conference, with Hampton, Florida 
A&M, and A&T getting se~ed 0l'trthc past 
few years. Oh yeah, did I mentioned that Morgan isn't a MEAC 
po11erhouse? The Bears should expect 10 be taken behind the 
woodshed in this one. Hopefully they'll gel to eat a1 one of !hose 
niccre,iaurantsin Chicago. ButacanofWbooped A .. has a way 
of killing your appetite. 
W.Dlionis 56 Morgan Stale 9 
.., Howanhs Norfolk State-The Bison are com-
,.,.,~ _ A ing off a huge victory over A&T. Nolfolk State 
~ q goismasbedlastweck byFAMU. ltwasrepon-
ed Ihm the Bison are still steamed about not 
being invited to !his year's Fishbowl Classic. 
Okay, I was the only person upset about it. It doesn ·1 maner, Hownrd 
doe.~n·t lose Homecoming and the Spartans don'1 h31'c the \\e3p()OS 
10 change that. 
Howard 36 Norfolk State 18 
Photo Courtesy of Spol1S lnfonnntion 
The Bison offensive linemen haw \\Orked hard at prolcding the 
quarterbad( and opening boles for running backs. 
--~-----~·-·-···-----·---·-·--·---·----------~-~-~---~-~-------------------- --
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Cross-Country Freshman Perkins Sets Pace Men in Trenches get No Glory 
By JODI R EID 
Hilllop Staff Wri1cr 
_ Freshman phenomenon Krys1al Perkins is lead-
ing Howard's cross coun1ry ream 10 a possible 
MEAC Championship. 
Before attending Howard 1his semesler. 1he nurs-
ing major from Marlboro. Maryland gradua1ed 
from Frederick Douglass High School. The 1al-
en1ed freshman has earned the nickname "Tweely," 
thanks largely 10 her appearance as an infanl. 
Perkins has been 1he lop runner for 1he Howard 
women's cross country learn in 1hree ou1 of the las1 
four races. Her lime of 19:46 is a personal bes1 and 
1he fas1es1 performance for 1he 1eam lhis season. 
Perki.ns is active in indoor and ou1door 1rack as 
well, specializing in the 800-meier run. 
Perkins began her running career a1 1he age of 
seven, training wilh the Marlboro Track Club. 
Perkins says she is sure that she enjoys running 
cross country more 1han 1rack. 
"I love cross country," said Perkins. "I like run-
ning 1hrough the woods. 
"(Running) cross country is a lime for me 10 
release; I gel bored running around in circles on 1he 
1rack.'' 
Perkins admil s 1ha1 running on 1he collegia1e 
level has been a challenge so far. 
"I was nol used to waking up for a 6 a.m. work-
ou1 (in high school). I never 1rained for cross coun-
try by running longerthan 30 minu1es, (in college) 
we run for 50 minu1es." Perkins added, "Having 
1wo prac1ices a day was hard for me." 
The hard work thal Perkins has pu1 in has been 
Freshman Krystal Perkins has made a large impact 
early on tJie Bison cross-country team, and looks to 
continue her success in track and field. 
well worth ii. She earned her lirsl collegia1e lro-
phy when she ran ar 1he Hagan S1one Classic in 
North Carolina earlier 1his monlh. 
Perkin, has already reached her goal of breaking 
1wenty minutes over the 3.1 mile course. 
Wi1h Perkins, Howard's women will be chasing 
a championship 1i1le 1his weekend. 
"I jus1 wanl to do my best. and help win the 
MEAC championship for my 1eam." said Perkins. 
Perkins has been successful by e1Tec1ively pac-
ing herself during competition. 
"I keep my mind off 1he race before compe1i1ion." 
she says. "I don'I like lo 1hink about ii. I try no1 10 
focus. lhat way I run be11er." 
Perkins admires runners Regina Jacobs and 400-
meter Olympic gold medalisl Kathy Freeman. 
"Mos1 people expecl superior a1hle1es 10 be very 
muscular and 1hick, but Jacobs and Freeman are 
1hin like myself and lhey are winning." 
Perkins says 1ha1 she has a positive view of her 
learn. 
"I am looking forward 1ous having strong relays." 
she said. "Everyone on 1he 1eam is really cool, we 
are building family ties. The older 1eamma1es 1ake 
the role of 1hecapiain of the 1eam and they are real-
ly supportive with everylhing. They are like coun-
selors.'' 
Perkins conlinues, " fhe team is very empalhic. 
and en1husias1ic when 1hey cheer one another on 
in prac1ice. I really like that" 
Dcspi1e her early success. Perkins says 1hat she , 
does no1 plan 10 run after college, bu1 rather. prac-
1ice nursing in the trauma uni1 of a hospilal. Perkins 
has a full career in fron1 of her and has already 
begun 10 make a signilican1 impac1 on the 1eam. 
Her de1ermina1ion, along wi1h her fun and humor-
ous personali1y, will take her far bo1h on and off 
1he track. 
Ooh La La Dancer of the Week 
Name: Jehina Malik 
Birthday: January 3, 1980 
Sign: Capricorn 
Hometown: Queens, NY 
Major: Physical Therapy 
"You can't judge me if you don't know me. Even if 
you hate me, I love me, and without God there 
would be no me. I could not get through each day 
without him guiding me. And since he made me, I 
will always love me." 
from LINEMEN, Bl 
1erback's cadence (snap coun1). 
We only gel recognized if we 
make 1he tackle. Nobody knows 
the reason the linebacker gels 
1he sack is because we keep the 
O-linemen off of them." 
Linemen, speci lically olTen-
sive linemen, seem 10 get no 
love from 1he fans since 1hey 
don't make 1ackles. However, 
don't 1ell thal 10 Howard quar-
1erback Roy Anderson. 
"The line is vital 10 (1he) fool-
ball team," said Anderson. ·'If 
the line isn'1 good. the offense 
will 001 go anywhere. They are 
the building blocks of lhe fool• 
ball 1eam. If they don' I block. 
1hen 1he backs will ge1 killed." 
Pholo By Sports Wormation 
SeniorAyodele Harri,;on has been a force 
from the center position this season 
Think about ii; if OJ. Simp-
son's offensive line wasn·1 any 
good while he was al 1he Uni-
versi1y of Sou1hern California, 
Pac- IO defenders would have des1royed him long before while women did. 
I'm just joking. bul the nexl time a Howard player crosses the goal line, go 
ahead and cheer. The nexl time a linebacker or defensive back gets a turnover, 
go ahead and cheer. Jus1 be sure 10 throw in a special cheer for 1hose Big Boys 
on the line. 
Lady Spikers Take on 
MEAC 
By BRANDON M. BtCKER!>°TAt'F 
Sports Week Edi1or 
The Lady Bison Spikers vol-
leyball 1eam took on a number 
of conference rivals in the Mid-
Eas1em Alhletic Conference's 
round robin 1ournamen1 held 
lasl weekend al Greensboro. 
NC. The learn linished lhe 1our-
namenl wi1h vic1ories over Nor-
folk S1a1e and Sou1h Carolina 
S1a1e, and losses 10 Florida 
A&M, Belhune-Cookman, and 
North Carolina A&T. 
Seniors Diahann Doyen and 
Chrislalyn Carraway each 
1urned in strong performances 
in 1he learn ·s victory over South 
Carolina S1a1e. Doyen linished 
lhe malch wi1h 12 ki lls and 
• ., 
• .,.. - ., 
Pho10 By Mark Coleman 
The Lady Bison Spikers took on the 
MEAC. 
seven defensive digs. while Carraway turned in a 10 kill performance. Spik-
ers· seller Jessamyne Rice also played well againsl SCSU. linishing wi1h 29 
set assists and eigh1 defensive digs. 
SELM □, PR□ M □ H □ LICS & 1 ~ 
PRESENT ~◄ 
Noble Named Sports Information Assistant 
By E u : NA B ERGERON 
Hill1op Srnff Wriler 
Direc1or,, of America (CoSIDA) and is the curren1 1rea-
surer for the Black College Sports lnforma1ion Direc-
lors of America (BCSIDA). 
No 
Athletic WeAr 
-,,, 
r~vo 
HH5c levels 
The A1hle1ic Departmenl formally announced 1he hir-
ing of Romanda Noble as assisiam coordina1or for 1he 
sports informmion office October 3rd. The fonner sports 
informa1ion direclor at Universi1y of Maryland a1 Ea,t-
crn Shore lills a posuion that has been vacanl for 1he pasl 
eigh1 years due 10 budge! constrainls. 
A nalive Washinglonian. Noble says she is "very 
exci1ed" about 1he move. "I love sports and I love 1he 
job and 10 be able 10 re1urn home is great" She brings 
her weallh of experience 10 the position. Prior 10 her 
1hree years a1 UMES. Noble held the assis1an1 SID posi-
1ion al 1he Uni versi1y of the Districl of Columbia where 
she also received her bachelor's degree in Mathema1-
ics. She is a member of the College Sports lnfornrntion 
Noble will primarily provide ,1a1is1ical coverage of 
women ·s a1hle1ic programs, which unlil now have been 
largely overlooked because of 1he oflice·s smal l s1aff. 
SID Edward Hill. Jr. notes the importance of having a 
woman fill the position "in order 10 give those programs 
the same recogni1ion as lhe men's." Hill is relieved to 
have a permanent a"i,1an1 ro perform du1ies thal hereto-
fore had been assigned 10 a corps of s1uden1 volun1eers. 
"To hr.ve a full-lime professional in 1he office ... has 
been a 1remendous assel 10 me in 1he short 1ime she's 
been here. She and I are looking forward 10 doing big 
thing, in 1he fu1ure for a1hletics al Howard." Wi1h added 
manpower, !hose big lhings translate 10 more exposure 
for coaches. players, and a1hle1ic programs. 
Sports Week 
Only in The Hilltop 
Be Heard. 
Were •1 on Fortune•s List. 
Make us #1 on your holiday employment list. 
Fun, Flexible Part-Time Positions Available 
Sales • Visual Merchandising 
What better time than the holidays to discover for yourself why 
FORTUNE magazine selected us '1 on its list of "100 Best 
Companies To Wort< For In America." 
As we enter our busy holiday season, we're looking tor great 
people Ilka youl 
We're hiring Immediately and have flexible opportunities to flt your 
holiday plans, including: 
• November - February 4 - for our entire holiday season. 
• December 26 - January 5 - for a crucial, short term "transition" 
team which prepares us for our annual 30% off elfa• sale 
($12/per hour for this team). 
• December 26 - February 4 - for our six week elfa• sale-our 
busiest closet planning season. 
We offer great pay, exceptional training, medical and dental benefits 
for full-time and part-time employees. And you'll love the 40% 
merchandise discount that comes with the Jobi 
If you're interested in Joining our team, stop by the store nearest you 
or log on to our Web site at -w.contalnerstore.com. In the mean• 
time, enjoy shopping at The Container Store• and Happlf Holidays I 
The Container Store· 
The Original Storage and Organization Store ... 
DOWNTOWN North Avenue & Clybourn (312) 15$4--84$0 
THE 
BEST 
COMPANY 
TO WORK IOR 
IH AMERICA 
--1 { \{"\ 
.. ;,.·, ,., 
It >H.I l ,,1.· 
OAK BROOK Rt. 83 & 16th Str~ (north $Ide OI Oakbrook M all) (830) !573.,.9100 
NORTHBROOK Sl<okle Blvd. & Lake COOi< Rd. 1847) 559·8222 
SCHAUMBURO 1460 East Goll R(J. (laclno WOOC/lleld Mall) 1847) 240-1900 
The Container S1ore promotts a smoke-trff. d•·uo•frtt envt,onment. COE 
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OVt~ MIC VO[Tl!'f ft§T 
LIVt AT Tilt 17U13 CAft? 
fl!ll)A'f~ OCTOl3tl! 21~ 2000 
1:10-{t V.M. 
HOMECOMING hl OWARD 
2000 NIVERSITY 
@ 
liosted bl' 
~W..<\Mf ALfXANl)fV 
JOl!III US IN TliC CA.ft AS StVI~L Of Tlif UST COAST' S 
fl~[ST OOHS SfiAl)C Tt[II) S~ILLS Olilii flit MIC. 
ffAJlJl)f[) OOtTS l!IIICLUOt: 
'.lOC4> 131ackWords tJrand Slan1m1n• l+1nner T..!U4M ..!Ct.,, 
20C4> 131ackWords <,rand Slammin•tim ~unner UP fAlliUI M UM 
1goo lllatkWords fJrdnd Slan1nlln• Winner TC~.,,"" MATTliCWS 
vertormante ocel and authcr TO-o'..! ~It tv..!~S 
and nuJre to be announced. 
(2()2) 21S--264() 
,.1tW.OOOKUOOf.liCWA~V.fOO 
Don't miss your chance 
to get your copy of The 
Long Walk! IaowARD 
~~NIVERSITY 
OOKSTORE 
INl'.BOOlt&TORJ:JIOfilD.tDO 
The Long 
Walk 
The Placemaking 
Legacy of Howard 
University 
Original price 
$100 
NOW 
ONLY 
$60.00 
Tracy Price-Thompson 
Friday, October 27, 2-3:30 p.m. 
Debut novelist Tracy Price Thompson 
signs copies of Black Coffee. 
Clarence Nero 
Friday, October 27, 5:30-7 p.m. 
Howard University alumnus Clarence 
Nero signs copies of his brilliant debut 
novel Clteekie: A Child Out Of The 
Desire. 
Marcus Major 
Friday, October 27, 5:30-7 p.m. 
Talented author Marcus Major signs 
copies of his wonderful debut novel 
Good Peoples. 
Connie Briscoe 
Saturday, October 28, after game 
Homecoming treat! Best selling author 
Connie Briscoe signs copies of her latest 
release A Long Way From Home. 
She is also the author of Sislers and 
Lovers and Big Girls Don't Cry. 
Mary .Morrison 
Saturday, October 28, after game 
Mary Morrison signs copies of her debut 
novel Soul Mates Dissipate. She is 
also the author of JUSTICE: Just Us, 
Just Me, a work of poetry. 
Mosaic Literary Magazine 
Saturday, October 28, after game 
Mosaic Literary Magazine is an exciting 
quarterly dedicated to all aspects of African 
American and Hispanic Literature. 
Come out and meet ~losaic's publisher, 
Ron Kavanaugh. He will be on hand to take 
new subscriptions to this great publication. 
A.-,#OOKSTORE 
ffl.JCXJUrolUOlilJ).DIO 
The 
Finest 
Literary 
Events ... 
ONLY 
AT 
THE 
HUB! 
(202) 238-2640 
MOSAIC 
, 
. ' 
/ (, 
I ' 
' ~ 
,' ,., 
LlTBRARY MAGAZINE 
Mosaic Literary Magazine is an exciting quarterly dedicated to 
covermg all aspects of African American nnd Hisparuc Literature. 
The magazine regularly features author mterviews, profiles. book 
reviews and previews, feature articles, poetry. and excerpts of 
some of the latest books released. 
Saturday, October 28, 2000 
i.iximediately following the homecoming game. 
Come out and meet MosaJC's publisher, Ron Kavanaugh. He will 
ba on hand to tnke new subscriptions to this great publication. 
B3 
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LIFE & STYLES 
The Real Deal With Sisters 
.By DANA CRAWFORD 
Hilltop Srnff Writer 
It has been said that black women do nol get along, bu1 
that theory could just be an urban legend. Yet. like all 
urban legends, there is a speck of truth behind it. ln an 
attempt to resolve the controversy surrounding the way 
black females interact with one another and get the real 
deal on black female relationships. it was necessary to dis-
tribute a survey. Fifty Howard University females were 
asked to panicipate in the "Real Deal'' survey. which 
included questions about the way they greet each other 
during a firsi meeting. the names they refer 10 one anoth-
er and their opinions on the overall attitude of black 
women. 
Question# l 
The first question asked: When you see an African 
American woman you do not know, do you 
(a) Smile and greet her? 
(b) Look her in the face and not say anything? 
(c) Look the other way? 
(d) Roll your eyes ? 
(e) Wait for her to do something and then follow her 
lead? 
Fifty-two percent of the women said they smile al 
females they do not know, 28 percent said they greet first 
and 12 percent said they follow the other woman's lead. lf 
these responses arc completely accurate. it can be assumed 
that African American woman arc somewhat friendly. 
However, the more questions the women answered, the 
more they revealed that additional interactions between 
women are not always so friendly. Some of the respon• 
dents were critical of the results. 
"I think they [black women] avoid eye contact so they 
do 001 have to speak.'' said Tia Clemmons. Many women 
said sometimes women respond rudely. One woman said 
there have been many occasions when another black 
woman had ruined her mood by responding to a "hello" 
with a roll of her eyes or a frown. 
Question #2 
(a)Do you get along with other females? 
(b) Do you think, generally speaking, 
black females get along? 
(c) Do you think black females at Howard get along? 
Eighty-eight percent of those who answered the survey 
thought they ge1 along with other females bu1 only 54 per-
cent feel that black women ge1 along. When the ques-
tion of black females· amiability on Howard's campus 
was raised, only 40 )l<lrcent said they felt Howard women 
are friendly. This multiple pan question raised manyc-0n-
1radictions. Does thi, mean black women do not really 
get along or are they misled to think they don't get 
along? 
n,e final two questions instructed the respondents to cir-
cle as many choices that applied to them (1hc results do 
not add up to J 00 percent but total the 
percentage of respondents who chose 
that panicular selection). How do you 
refer to other black females was ooe of 
the two questions. The choices were: 
sisters, broads, hoes, queens, girls, 
women, chicks, ladies, or bitches. 
Sixty percent chose girls, 46 percent 
said ladies and 42 percent refer to 
females as women. These selections 
were the top three references. Eighteen 
percent of the young black Howard 
females reponed calling each other 
bitches and hoes. 
The final question of survey asked: 
How do you view black females? The 
choices were: friendly, trustwonhy, 
ignorant, phony, moody. giving, sman, 
real, loving, honest. fake, forgiving, gold diggers. sneaky, 
or backstabbers. The top results showed black women 
view other black women as: friendly 68 percent, attitu• 
dinal 66 percent, sman 64 percent, moody 62 percent, lov• 
ing 56 percent and tied combination of phony and sneaky 
38 percent. 
In summary, I must ask, do black women view each 
other as smiling, friendly, attitudinal, moody, women. that 
are loving, phony, smart. sneaky, hoes that don't get along 
at Howard? My sisters why are we so inconsistent in 
our views? Freshman Phakiso Collins revealed. "When 
I walk into a room I don' t feel love." As the current and 
future role models for black women we need to move 
Photo by Chandra Anderson 
away from our negative vibes so we can teach the next 
generation how to love each other, not how to respond 10 
our attitudes. "We are generally competitive with each 
other," sophomore Jodi Reid added. What are we so com-
petitive over? Whatever we are competing over is not 
bring us close as a community of sisters. 
So "The Re.ii Deal" survey disclosed there might be 
some truth behind the urban legend but I know or at least 
hope black women love each other we just need to do a 
belier job of showing it! Let today be 1he day you ,tan. 
Thank you to all the women who gave their time to fill 
out a survey in the name of understanding. 
Dana ca11 be reached at reddove44@ltotmail.com 
Don't Get 'Ba01boozled' By This Average CD 
By G LENN.FRtZ8LI, 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Grade: C 
In these days of mass media marketing. what's a good 
movie, without a hot soundtrack? At first glance. Bam-
boozled The Original Motion Picture Soundtrnck offers 
a promising package. With an all-Mar line up composed 
of jewels like Erykah Badu, Stevie Wonder. Mos Def. 
Prince, Common. The Roots, Goodie Mob. Gemld Lev• 
en, Chuck D and Angie Stone its tracklist reads like a 
who ·s who of professors in the hip hop, R and B com-
munity. Don't be easily taken in on this one though. 
Appearances can be deceiving. 
Class is called to order on a definite high note with "Blak 
lz Blak," a ? lesson on the philosophies of Black power 
as taught by Mau Maus. This one comes with heavy cre-
denti,ds, starring Instructors Mos Def. Canibus. Charli Bal-
timore. Mc Serch, Mums and Cano Grills. Thi, beat is 
nice-no! overbearing. and allows the mcees· to take cen• 
ter podium with their lyrics as lhier primary teaching aids. 
Class gets a little intense when Instructor Mums spits. 
"This is the end of redneck-a•• catastrophes/ puttin a 
plunger in the a•• of my history/ Fony-one shots of real-
ity for 1he generations to come after me/ As it be, hell hath 
no fury like a Black man scorned/ Ni••a Blak iz Black. 
you've offically been warned" White boy silting in the 
back of class take notes. 
Distinguished Professor of African American History 
Stevie Wonder lends hh musical skills 10 two tracks on 
the album. The first, "Misrepresented People" uses a 
generic beat that sounds like it was produced from a cheap 
Casio Keyboard. No matter. the lyrics-chronicling the 
exploitation of Black culture in the United States. helps 
the tune to grow on the listener. even eliciting a head nod 
or two. Stevie's second tune. "Some Years Ago" picks up 
where the former left off. using strings 10 conclude the his-
tory lesson. Take notes. you· 11 be a historian after this class. 
Up next: Third period is Erykah Badu's remake of 
Rufus/Cbaka Khan's 1976 classic, Hollywcod". Although 
Badu is no Ms Khan, she is able to sych her own style 
with a sinister drum, high hat combination, and ajazz-lla-
vored ending making the interpretation a unique creation 
of her own. Call it recess; Badu's Hollywood is the dime 
piece of the album. 
Disappointedly, it's after "Hollywood" that the album 
begins to go flat. Although Goodie Mob. Angie Stone. 
Prince and Gerald Leven have definetely earned their 
respective degrees in music education, their effons- albeit 
wonhy of honorable mention-just fall shon. Equally inef-
fective is the Common remix of"ln The Light" Other than 
featuring Erykah Badu scatting alongst side a revamped 
beat, the song offers nothing new over 1he original. The 
album sinks at an all time low with Charli Baltimore's, 
track "Charli". Her lecture is so bad on this one. that maybe 
she should have just called in a substitute teacher (ghost• 
writer) to teach. 
The Bamboozled Soundtrack packing many heavy-
weights. is few on surprises although new comer 
India.Aire proves she is one to look out for. Her trnck. "In 
My Head" follows in the tradition oflhe Erykah Badu, Jill 
Scott school of thought by providing lyrics rooted in spir-
ituality over a an unonhodox composition. 
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Another valuable lesson 
learned from H ollywood: 38 74 
II you're braless 
in a white t.,shirt,, 
it will rain. 
Introducing Nibblebox.com. Tomorrow's enterta inment today. 
Log on for original episodic shows. interactive entertainment. and the best of college radio created by college 
stu~ents with help from people like Bruce Kirschbaum (producer/writer. Ssinfeld), Steve Golin {producer, 
Being John Malkovich}, and Michael Curtis {producer/writer, Friends). Because while it's fun making cynical 
comments about entertainment clichits, it's more fun to see what students are actually doing about it. 
nibble box.com 
digital entartainment in short, tasty bytes. 
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We invite Howard University students to join us 
Monday, October 30, 2000 
1·." ,t.~ 
Professional Skills Module, "2nd Interview Salary Negotiation" 
4:00 PM • 5:00 PM 
School of Business Auditorium, 2nd floor 
Presentation 
6:oo PM - 7:30 PM 
School of Business,. Faculty Lounge, 5th floor 
Merrill Lynch is an equal opportunity employer. 
be bullish ~Merrill Lynch 
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Jill Scott Shows Howard The Way 
By JONATHAN C S IMS 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
It's 6:05 and Howard students. along with DC residents, 
begin to gather outside Cramton Auditorium. Outkas1·s 
"Ms. Jackson" is blaring from a van. and Destiny Child's 
"Independent Woman" (the, I' ve got issues anthem) 
blasts from the WPGC cruiser. The music has the crowd 
moving towards the concierge of Cramlon. Whal ,s the 
reason for this or should I say who? This was the four-
hour question that promised 10 be answered; who is Jill 
Scot1? 
By 6:30 p.m. the crowd was bunched up in ihe heat of 
the foyer of Cramton. People were on fire. An event 
worker opened the door and said. "the doors will be open: 
ing as soon they finish the sound check. Her (Jill Scott) 
group got here late because they stayed at a Hotel in 
Bethesda." The concen stans at 7:00 p.m .. and the 
crowd is growing more anxious. 1\vo minutes later 
"men 101he left door women 10 the right door." The doors 
were open. The time has come to get 10 find out, who is 
Jill Scott? 
As I look at my watch I become even more anxious. like 
a child on December 24th. Ten minutes later the anxiety 
disappeared. The lights dimmed. "What ·s up DC,'' 
asked Nonchalant of WPGC 10 the audience. Let's give 
ii up for Maisha and the Hip Huggers,'' she said. 
The concen had finally staned and only fifteen min• 
utes late. Maisha's Go-Go rendition ofMys1ikal's "Shake 
It Fas!'' staned the concen. Heads were bobbing and one 
founh of Cramton was full. Some other songs they per-
formed were "On & On". "I Want You Back", and 
"Betchabygollywow." Maisha then said "Last year I had 
surgery on my spinal chord and I want to thank you all 
for your prayers and support." She then dedicated ·'Peo-
ple make the World go round'' 10 the audience. The mood 
had calmed down bu1 then Sugar Bear set Cramton on lire 
with "Um bop bop" and "The Bun." Crowd began 10 
dance in the aisles and in their chairs. Cramton was on 
fire and no one could put it out. 
"We love you Howard. We love you DC." They 
thanked the crowd once again while pushing their album 
and the cunain dropped. 
11 was now 8:00 p.m. and the seats became more occu-
pied after Maisha's set. "Did y'all miss me?" yelled Non-
chalan1. The crowd responded with "no". "Forget you 
too. cause when you call up to WPGC and want to win 
that P1' cruiser I'm just going to hang up on your asses. 
" The crowd knew it was time when Nonchalant said, 
"this person needs no introduction so J' II just bring them 
out." It was Jill Scou. 
Ji ll Scott is a skinny black man? 
The time 8: 15 p.m .. Jayme Hawkins, an up and coming 
artist on Elektraen1enainmen1 serenaded the stage. With 
songs like "Don't Play" and "By my Side" his Chico 
Debarge meets R Kelly vocals and style is a force to be 
reckoned. However. his background singers took away 
from the performance when they s1aned 10 cut up. The 
low budget background singers had 10 cost less than his 
leather pams. The highlight of his performance had 10 
be when he jumped on one of his band member's key-
boards and did a solo. The keyboard broke and he 
pushed the other keyboard player away and staned 10 play 
on his. This gave the audience a since of who he was. 
Bui the answer 10 the four-hour question still hasn't been 
answered. 
Who is Jill Scou? 
After Hawkins left the siage at &:40 p.m .. Nonchalant 
announced a 20-minute intermission. The countdown 10 
Jill continued. 
The hour comes and I stare at my watch and ii stares 
back at me. Where is Jill Scou'/ Nonchalant said 20 min• 
u1es to Jill 25 minutes ago. A voice sings "Your love um 
one two 1es1 one 1es11wo." The crowd applauds. Her pres-
ence was finally fel t. The lights dimmed and a familiar 
voice says, "Oo you miss me now?" Nonchalant gets 
another "no" from 1he crowd and she says, "Well I am 
going 10 cul this shon so lets get ready for the main event 
Miss Jill Scott." 
"Are y'all ready 10 get with this, Are y'all ready 10 sc1-
1le with this? Jill Scon." The introduction in her CD was 
used as her entrance. ·'Inspiration comes from listening 
to hip hop. Inspiration comes from R&B ... J. I. L. L. S. 
C. 0. T. T.'' The cunain rose and a red light engulfed the 
stage. A light smoke filled the stage as Scon's six-mem-
ber band and two back-up singers graced the stage. The 
back-up singers were just singing and crooning. Then ii 
happened at 9: 15 p.m. woman in a black leaiher shin and 
a gray skirt with a scarf around her neck, shades and a 
rose in her nappy fro looked a, the audience and took the 
microphone. The teasing ~nd,anxic1y of the night 
was finally over. "You're here I'm pleased, I really dig 
your company," Scott sang in her song "Long Walk." The 
crowd rose and began to sing with her. Every word was 
on point and she hit every note. The crowd was drawn 
in and fixated one her every move and facial expression. 
Scon could make the smallest facial expression, whether 
in comedy or seriousness, and they were captured. She 
followed with her initial numbers with a performance of 
the spoken word piece "Love Rain." In her performance 
of her latest single "Gelling in the Way''. Scou sung "You 
betta back down before you get smacked down'' the 
music stopped. Scou just stands there looking into the 
audience al someone as if she is ready 10 fight. She then 
begins 10 take off her earrings. roles up her sleeves and 
starts 10 take off her boots. The only thing the audience 
can do is clap. 
"I can't really see you I got this bright light in my face. 
are you out there?" Scou asked the overwhelmed audi-
ence. She then serenaded her fans with a new song more 
personal 10 Jill called ''Thank You". On September 14th 
of this year Scou was diagnosed with Sudden Sen-
sorineural Hearing Loss (also know as Sudden Deafness 
Syndrome). Speculation about her health and ability to 
perform rose. She assured the fans however 1ha1. "My 
heari ng was gone. I was afraid. I've waited way too long 
too long and worked 100 hard to get where I am tod.iy ... 
I've got 10 give it up to God above.'' She told the fans 
"thank you for your thoughts. your pray_ers. your e-mails. 
your cell phone calls. Now DC y'all hooked a sisterup!" 
Scon·s Stage presence was fell even more when she sung 
''The Way". Her facial expressions got the crowd and 
again they sung the song for her. Jill led the song, as the 
audience was the crowd. She then surprising!) pulled her 
sJ-in up in a state of realness and pleasure and the audi-
ence applauded for they fell her message from the song. 
"I wanna see you faces" Scon told the audience. as she 
looked off stage. Scou 100k 1hi moment in the concen 10 
reflect on her personal life. "Long time ago I lost faith 
in love. and it hun. thought there was no hope. Until I 
met this guy from DC. a working man, sensitive. affec-
tionate, a DJ.'' The crowd aplauded for Jill and her DC 
love interest. ·'Then a Jove so deep down in my soul 
came." Jill assured the crowd of her hapiness when she 
said. "yeah my hair nappy. put on 25 pounds but r ve never 
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been happier in my life." Her .idvice 10 black women was 
10 rember that "no Jove is li ke that of a black man." 
. She then proceeded to sing her two other songs "Sure-
ly" and her political/technology anthem"Wa1chin Me". 
"Yall don't wam to hear this," Scou told the audience. The 
time had come for her 10 ,ing her last song, her hit smash 
"Its Love". lt was like the apocolypse hit Cramton. All 
you could he.ir was symphony's of "Girl 1ha1s my song" 
which turned into a roar. The audience again began 10 
panicipa1e in the song chanting pans like "Oooohhh ... ll's 
Love:· The roof of Cramton had been blown off. She 
stopped in 1he middle of the song to introduce her band 
and back up singers who all did solos. The audience 
became astonished by their ralent. "I usually don't need 
background singers when I perform but these 1wo girls 
from Philly hold their own," Sco11 said. These 1wo girls 
who had more of an Amel Larrieux style blew the audi-
ence away with 1heir1alent. Vivian Green one of her back 
up singers held a high note so long 1ha1 I could have gone 
10 China Wonder and back. 
The solos had ended and the chants of "It's Love" died 
out. The crowd stood on their feel and gave Miss Scot! 
a s1anding ovation. She thanked everyone and bowed 10 
her worshippers. Her humility showed when after bow-
ing she greeted her fans and embraced them with hugs and 
kisses. 
The crowd began 10 thin out as traffic up the aisle erupt-
ed. The four hour question had been finally answered. 
Jill Scott left the stage and two minutes la1erre1umed and 
perfonned an encore of"You Move Me". She did a remix 
10 the song as her followe" met her at the foot of the stage. 
All were dazed and couldn't believe that they were 
allowed one last taste of Ji ll Scou. She changed the song 
to an Operatic version halfway through the song show-
ing her versatility. 
One concen goer. Dckerry Davis, a junior, Political Sci-
ence major said "my fovori1c pan was when the band did 
the solos." When a.,ked why he came to see Scou. he said 
because"her style is very poetic and free spirited she was 
just clullin.'' 
Who is Jill Scou• The answer 10 1his quesrion is sim-
ple yet complex. II is an answer 1ha1 you have 10 be for-
tunate to see 10 believe. This North Phi lielphian queen 
of words blessed Howard with her spirit and nothing was 
"Genin in the Way". 
Entertainment 
Briefs 
its Billboard crown. Ja Rule's "Rule 3:36", 
Nelly's ·'Country Grammar", and Mystikal's 
"Lei's Get Ready'' respectively took the top 
three spots on the chans last week. 
On the rumor miU. vcterno emcee Raknn is sup-
po,edly signing with Dr. Dre's ,\Jtemiath Record 
label. Rakim bas been unhappy with his current 
label. Universal Records. because of lack of 
promotions. Word has ii that Dr. Dre will pro• 
duce pans of Rakim 's next album and Dre will 
also enlist DJ Premier to assist with production 
also. 
Award winning singer's life as the daughter of 
legendary singer, Nat Ki ng Cole, as well as her 
struggle with bankruptcy and drug abuse. NBC 
is also shooting a celevision movie based on the 
autobiography. The movie. '"The Natalie Cole 
Story," will be directed by Roben Townsend. 
Check Out The 
Digital Hilltop 
First and foremost, credit should be given to the 
many rap anists and executive,,, such as Russell 
Simmons. Puff Daddy. Ice Cube and Fat Joe. 1ha1 
were in allenduncc at 1he Mill ion Fami ly March. 
The media always seems anxious 10 beliule rap 
anists whenever something negative occurs. but 
when rappers are involved in positivity, they 
never receive credit. 
After a summer in which pop groups dominal• 
ed the Billboard chans, rap music has regained 
Songstress Natalie Cole is scheduled 10 release 
an autobiography, "Angel on My Shoulder'' on 
Nov. 14th. The book profiles the Grammy 
The release of lhe much talked about Muham-
mad Ali story may be put on hold because of the 
cost of the film. OverSIOO million dollars were 
reponed.ly spent on the picture which casts Wi ll 
Smith in the lead role. Smith put on 20 pounds 
of muscles and studied Ali's movements and 
techniques in the ring for the starring role. 
Compiltcl by Brandon A. Mi/1,r 
Uiimate Howard Universitv 
http://hilltop.howard.edu 
presented bq Matt Middleton 
Hamal Harris Tiffanq Hamilton 
; & Jaq tlorris 
Alumni Reunionl 
~ in association with Featuring 
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~ HJ Callowaq and Se Imo Gordon 
~ DJ Bizmarkie 
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r 
~ Special Celebrity Alumni Host 
! Sean ''Pu u'' Combs 
~ 
28th -Club Elements 
114 6th Street, NW 
next to the MCI ce■er 
! Complimentary MCM Luggage Giveaway! 
g 
Doors Open@ 8pm 
Ladies 21 and Gents 2S to enter 
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This is the Hottest HU Alumni Party EVER!! 
Event Sponsors: Tanqueray, Tastemakers.com, Urban Marketing Solutions & Socialstep.com 
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a vo ice for all genres of arts, exp ression and thought ... 
Shrines Tell Stories About Nigerian Society 
By LOUGENI.\ B.\11.EY 
Hilltop Staff writer 
Everyday we present the world with symbols that explain who we are and 
how imponant we are to our society. The difference between diamonds and 
glass beads. silk and rayon. or suede and pleather tell the story of our impor-
tance in less than an instant. This concept is the foundation of the exhibit, 
"Identity of the Sacred: 1\vo Nigerian Shrine Figures," on display at the 
Smithsonian's National Museum of African Art. 
The exhibit features two wooden figures from the Urhobo and the lgbo peo-
ples of Nigeria. The Urhobo figure is an edjo. or spirit, and is considered 
one of the many spirits who were founders of the community. The spirits 
are given human characteristics. and are housed in shrines that are maintained 
by titled priests or priestesses in the community. There. they are displayed 
in family units that are worshipped during weekly rituals and annual festi-
vals. 
The Urhobo figure is a woman who Andrea Nicolls, one of the two cura-
tors of this exhibit. calls "short, but powerful." The female figure stands at 
almost three and a half feet. Her face is marked with vertical and triangu• 
Jar keloids that were wom by both men and women in her society. Her body 
is marked with scars of different shapes. This scarification was used to 
enhance a woman·, beauty. The jewelry carved into the figure, a beaded 
bracelet, an ivory bracelet on each wrist. and 
brass anklets. represents her status as the wife of an imponant man. 
The lgbo figures arc called Alu,i. which are guardian spirits who are 
founders of their respective communitiei,. They are placed inside of shrines 
in groups of six or more. The figures are honored annually at the "festival 
of images" where they are repainted and redressed. adorned with articles from 
different lineage. and are paraded through the town. The figure of the lgbo 
EXHIBITION 
man. which stands more than five feet tall, is a protective deity. The posi-
tioning of his hands. which are extended with palms facing upward as though 
he is eternally presenting a gift, expresses the deity's generosity. His face 
carries scarification marks that arc seen as a sign of courage. He also wears 
a crescent in the middle of his forehead that is a symbol of fenility and pros• 
perity of the family. The scarification mark, which runs the length of his 
torso. is evidence of hb commitment to becoming a member of his society. 
According to Nicolls. his appearance shows that he is. "wealthy, mature. and 
morally upright". 
In 1he exhibit, both figures areadomed with wraps which cover their lower 
torsos and legs. Nicolls admits the wraps were purchased by the museum 
from a neighborhood fabric store. bu1 are very similar to the garments which 
they would have been dressed in by their own respective societies. This exhib-
it gives insigh1 into why we dress the way we do and how we often display 
our uniqueness to others by what we wear. The exhibit will be open through 
April 2. 2001. 
Photo Ct)UJ"IC\)' orthc Smilh'°'1ian 
11,c male fiJ(Ure orthe !~boo (right) and the female figure of the Urhc:,bor (lefl) are on dis• 
play nt teh National MU-~nt vf ArrkanArt as part of the "'ldentit) or the Sacred" exhibit. 
Fine Arts 'Wednesdays' Reveals the Gift of Jazz 
By NtA D. M CLt:,\N 
Hilltop Staff writer 
Do you think you have to venture far or empty your pockets to hear live 
jai., or classical music? Well you don't. Music lovers can indulge themselves 
for free every Wednesday at noon in the Blackbum Gallery Center where stu-
dents, professors, and renowned guest musicians perform the likes of Elling-
ton, Viv.tldi, Haydn, Gershwin and more in hour•long concens simply called, 
"Wednesdays at Noon.'' 
The weekly showcase is a part of the Fine Arts Series, which is sponsored 
by Robena McLeod. the director of the Blackburn University Center in con-
junction with the Division of Fine Arts' Depanment of Music. 
McLeod. along with Howard's prominent concen pianist and professor Dr. 
Raymond Jackson. developed the series as a means of exposing the talented 
music depanment to the rest of the Howard community. "I had attended many 
of the Fine Arts progr:uns and noticed that only students, family. and Fine 
Ans faculty were in the audience. All that talent was a best kept secret at 
Howard." says McLeod. 
Last year. McLeod began to unleash that secret during the 50th Anniver-
sary Celebration of the Theater Ans at Howard. The series was ushered in 
with a theatrical component including several vignettes 10 accompany a black 
theater memorabilia exhibit constructed by McLeod. 
addition to Howard's cultural atmosphere and invites campus-wide partici-
pation. "We want to encourage everyone 10 support the series because it is 
something unique to the campus. It offers enrichment. as well as a diversion 
from normal university life. It's not only entenaining. but also educational." 
Wednesdays at Noon" began earlier this semester on August 30th in a con-
cert and reception fcamring the Depanment of Music Faculty. Other acts have 
included saxophone virtuoso. Charlie Young. The Atlanta Winds Quintet (pro-
fessor Marguerite Baker. instructor of the clarinet at Howard is a member), 
the Faculty Jaa Trio. student brass and reed soloists and ensembles. student 
jaa vocalists. respected trombone player. Dr. Paul Schultz. and Jazz at 
Howard. which is directed by Dr. Arthur Dawkins. 
Jackson plans to give two recitals himself in late January and early Febru-
ary. 
The Fine Ans Series wi ll continue through next semester and will include 
a dinner mystery theater. There are also regular Jnzz concerts in GaUery every 
Sunday from 4-7pm. 
Although "Wednesdays at Noon" is almost over. there is still time to catch 
a few concert,. 
So far. the weekly concerts have been a success. "It's exceptional. We've 
got nothing but rave reviews." says Robena McLeod, who believes that the 
series not only spotlights Howard's musically gifted students and faculty. but 
also enhances the culture on campus. Most of our young folks are not 
exposed to jazz or clas;,ical music. and now that's changed. They are getting 
a well-rounded view of music." 
Dr. Jackson. who coordinates the music. agrees that the series is a positive 
November I -
November 8-
November 15-
November 29· 
December6-
Jnzz at Howard/ Dr. Arthur Dawkins. Director 
Howard Student String Soloim and Ensembles 
Howard Student Keyboard Artists 
Howard Student Vocal Stars of Tomorrow 
Sing Noel-University Holiday Sing and Reception 
Jazz Review: From Spirituals to Swing 
By KENRYA R ANKIN 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Grade: A 
Think back to 1990. Do you remember the Cosby 
Show? Okay. silly question. But do you remember the 
music that played in the opening credits. when the Cosby's 
were dancing on 1he shiny black noor? Yeah. the jazz 
tune! That was tenor saxophonist. Craig Handy. 
Recently. Handy perfonned with the band Spirituals to 
Swing as part of Billy Taylor's Jazz at the Kennedy Cen-
ter series. The sextet is composed of seveml accomplished 
anists: drummer Carl Allen, Vincente Archer on the 
acoustic bass, Donald "Duck" Harrison on the alto sax-
ophone. guitarist Mark Whitfield. pianist Eric Reed. and 
Craig Handy. 
The name of the band comes from the legendary Decem-
ber 23, 1938 Camegie Hall concert that served as a 
showcase for the entire timeline of African American 
music. It is a moniker that describes the range of styles 
that this band adopts in its show which recaps much of 
jazz's broad history. from spirituals to swing. from blues 
to bebop. from rag to 21st century fusion. 
The first song in the set was entitled "Double Room 
Blues," by Craig Handy. It opened mellowly and quick• 
ly evolved into a skill showcase for each of the members 
of the band. 
World renowned guitarist Mark Whitlield stole the 
show here, and for much of the set. With his iridei,cent 
rust-colored suit and his bright red guitar, the audience 
knew that it was in for a treat before he strummed the first 
bars of his heavily improvised solo. And what a solo it 
was! This man coaxed the richest. clearest sound ever 
heard from an electric guitar. tossing out lightning-fast 
riffs. 
Another audience favorite was a rag piece called "Dis 
Here." with its strongly accented bottom and its heavily 
syncopated melody. The alto sax shined in this song. He 
MUSIC REVIEW 
i,ignified heavily. playing directly to the old jau heads 
in the audience, filling them with his familiar. driving solo. 
The band finished with the best song of the seta: "Rev-
olution," from John Coltrane';, "Love Supreme" suite. It 
was n fast, frenetic piece. with an odd melody. It began 
slightly melancholy. but evolved into a playful. head-bob· 
bing number. ··Revolution" made excellent use of con-
trolled repetition and improvisation. and the tenor sax 
player lead the way with his beautiful, full.bodied tone. 
This was a magnificent concert. and the only negative 
was that it ended after only one shon hour. The controlled 
playing of the highly polished musicians led to a won• 
derful sound. It's amazing that these men. who are all vir-
tuosos in their fields, can come t0gether and not step on 
each other's toes and instead. complemen1 each other's 
talents. This was a performance that everyone could 
enjoy, from a long-time jazz fan to a new listener. 
FINAL THOUGHTS OF THE WEEK 
1. DURING THIS HOMECOMING WE WERE LOOKING FOR-
WARD TO ___ (YOU FILL IN THE BLANK-WE COULDN'T 
fl'HINK OF ANY) 
2. WHY WAS THE JILL SCOTT 
SHOW THE BEST PART OF HOME-
COMING-WAIT IT WASN'T PART OF 
HOMECOMING. 
3. WHY IS THE ENTIRE STAFF SO 
TIGHT????? 
• 
• 
4. WILL MCDONALD'S BECOME 
CLUB MICKEY DEE'S THIS WEEK- · 
END? 
S. IF YOU'RE A SENIOR AREN'T 
YOU GLAD IT'S ALMOST OVER? 
Tht fi1111/ tliou.tl•t is a /i.<t of ra11.dom mminations of Hilltop editors. 
Tltey do M l rrflect the opinion of the ,111ire Editorial board. 
----. 
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' 
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Vibrant Color Defines 'Roots' of Local Artist 
By MONICA BARBARA 
Hilllop Slaff wriler 
Tomorrow is 1he last day to embrace the works of local 
;u-tist Anita Philyaw, on display al the Aris Club of Wash-
ing1on. 1he fim gallery 10 feature her new painting on silk• 
screen. "Sister." Twenty-three of Philyaw·s paintings are 
in her public exhibil "Roo1s in the Rock." including her 
new silk-screen paiming. This colorful painting depicls 
two African-American women extending 1heir arms 
lowards each other. The limited edition has been hand 
pulled by highly acclaimed printmaker Lou Stovall of 
Workshop Inc. here in DC. 
of having a con-
versation wi1hi11 
myself," says 
Ph il yaw in 
. -
she uses." says 
Beebe, who ha.~ 
worked al the 
Aris Clu b for 
lhree years. 
"A ni1 a 
Philyaw's fes• 
live use or color, 
framed by 
slrong silhou-
eues of men and 
women, is an 
invi1a1ion 10 cel-
ebra1e humanily 
ful con1emplation. This 1heme is also displayed in "Miri-
am al 1he Edge," where a young girl is shown serenely 
contemplating al 1he wa1er's edge. The celebra1ion of 
humanily is depic1ed in Philyaw·s "Conversa1ion in 
Key," which illusirates the vivid conversa1ion of 1wo 
African-American women. 
Philyaw·s works most often focus on depicting the 
images of African-Americans, which is apparent in 
"Roots in the Rock." The people in her paintings are often 
repeated in her other works, creating the feeling of a link 
between her works and her characters. 
"I see the idea for a painting in my mind's eye. The 
idea brings with it an anitude, a message, an insigh1; the 
whole process of recrcaling 1ha1 insighl is the experience 
regards 10 her 
mo1 ivation and 
technique behind 
"Roo1s in 1hc 
Rock." "This 
conversa 1io n 
bridges 1he space 
between my orig• 
inal idea and how 
I presen1 ii 10 you 
on canvas. Every line 1ells a part of 1he story. Every color 
defines a meaning for me. I wan11hese images 10 1ell you 
the s1rength and power and beauiy I see presen1 in the very 
ordinary ac1ivities of life." 
Jeena Beebe. Howard gradua1e s1uden1 of social work. 
says thal one of 1he mos1 poignanl aspects of Philyaw's 
work is her strong use of color. "I Like the rich colors 
in pure. simple uncomplica1ed 1em1s," says Halima Taha. 
author of Collecti11g African American Art: Works 011 
Paper and Canvas. "Her subjec1s unveil 1he beau1y of 
hard work. comemplation and respi1e for the ou1side 
world," 
Philyaw is a na1ive of New York and currently Jives in 
DC as a full-1ime painler. She is a gradua1e of Sarah 
Lawrence College and has a masler's degree in an from 
Columbia Universi1y. Her works have been commis-
sioned by Absolu1 as pan of !he Absolut Expre,sions Col• 
leclion. 1na1 fea111res 14 commissioned artworks by 
African-American anists. Philyaw's works, which range 
in price from $550-$4500, can be found in many promi-
nen1 public and priva1e collec1ions across 1he Uni1ed 
S1a1es and Hong Kong and are represented by such gal-
leries as 1he S1ella Jones Gallery in New Orleans. 
Philyaw's "Roo1s in 1he Rock" is on display al the Ans 
Club ofWashing1on ai 20171 S1ree1. NW. The gallerie$ 
are open 10 the public Tuesday-Friday 10:00 am - 5:00 
p.m. and Saturday 10:00 am-2:00 p.m. 
The theme of simplicily is fea1ured in works such as "5 
Minule Medi1a1ion"' where a woman is shown in peace-
Michel Tremblay's 'For the Pleasure of Seeing Her Again' 
By MONICA BARBARA 
Hilllop Slaff writer 
wrile, he always kepi his works priva1e. never sharing 1hem wilh his moth• 
er. Her interest in 1he !heater was shown in one scene when 1he two were 
up for a la1e nigh I chat. Nana said. " ... When actors are rehearsing 1heir 
Michel Tremblay·s "For 1he Pleasure of Seeing Her Again" is a !ouching plays, where do 1hey do ii? How does ii work? I never though1 aboul all 
s1ory of the love be1ween a mo1her and her son. The simple s1ory is ac1ed 1ha1 before. you undersiand? I watch 1hose shows as if !hey came ou1 of 
oul on a simple se1 which only includes minor props like a table. chairs, the blue and disappeared back in101he blue! I usually turn off the 1elevi-
and book,. Tremblay opens 1he play with a monologue, citing all 1he sion se1. and none of i1 exisls anymore. No kidding!" 
1hings 1he play" ill no1 be. Alluding to many 1ypes of melodramatic In the end of lhe play Tremblay compensates for no1 lcning his mo1her 
scenes, Tremblay se1s the mood for 1he play by 1elling 1he audience 1hat in10 such a priva1e and imponant aspect of his life. The 1wo are having a 
everyone knows a woman like 1hc play's subjec1, Nana, because a part of discussion abou1 Nana's near dea1h (due 10 cancer) when 1he narrator 
her lives in every woman. informs Nana that she will be going out in grand s1yle. In 1his 1ouching las! 
Indeed she does. Nana, played by Nicola Cavendish. is Indy a characler. scene, Tremblay gives his mo1her 1he depanure he wishes she c<>uld have 
A combinalion of nagging, exaggera1ing, and caring make her a unique. yel had; one 1ha1 finally makes her feel special and a part of his thea1rical 
familiar person. Throughoul the play, 1he mos! prevalent aspecl of Nana's world 
personaliiy is her use of hyperbole. In one scene. her son. played by Jean• The plain se1 is 1ransfom1ed in10 1he brigh1 and sunny fields of 
Guy Bouchard. jokingly confronlS Nana aboul her wonderful sense of Saska1chewan (Nana's binhplace) and Nana is carried 10 heaven in a ho1 
imagina1ion. Nana's response is, air balloon to 1he sound of Handelian music. This final scene sums-up 1he 
·· .. .lmagina1ion can help a person avoid a lot of trouble! I'd ra1her imag- grea1 respec1 and love 1ha1 Tremblay has for his mo1her. 
ine 1he wors1 and be relieved, than imagine no1hing, and be surprised when Michel Tremblay began writing shon stories at the age of I 8. He has 
Who Wants To Be an 
African-American 
Leader? 
By J OIINNV J. J ONF.S 
Hilllop Sinff wriler 
I remember once asking my mother 10 recount 1he day Dr. Martin Lu1her 
King fr. died and she vividly illustrated 1he 1ragic event. She depicted how 
she walked into her grandmo1her·s home in Mobile, Alabama af1er school to 
find her aunt. Marva Lee, bawling on the couch. Before my mo1her could 
ask whal happened. Aunl Marva Lee looked al her. slating. 'They Killed Dr. 
King!" Learning of lhis, my mo1her joined her aun1 and they cried in unison. 
mouming the loss of arguably lhe grea1est leader of the African-American 
ESSAY 
trouble slrikes." since become French Canada's mosl renowned playwright. Tremblay·s 
At times it appears 1ha1 Nana may be overbearing and a cons1ant irri1a1ion Iota! works to dale include 2 1 plays. 1hree musical comedies, 11 novels. populmion. 
10 her son. This feeling does no1 las1 long. however, because the love Nana 1wo col lections of short s1ories. and seven film-scripts. When I recently recalled 1his day 10 a friend. i1 made me ask. "Where are 
has for her son is clear. Aoo1her a.~pecl tha1 brough1 I his point out was 1he 'fhe narrator Jean-Guy Bouchard. gradua1e of !'Ecole Na1ionale de The- the African-American leaders of 1oday?" In my frac1ion of a lifetime. 1herc 
narrator's vast amoun1 of pa1ience with his mo1hcr a1 mos1 times. This fac- a1re du Canada. was absolu1ely wonderful. Hi s portrayal of Tremblay was are maybe 1wo candida1es I would consider as African-American leaders in 
1or was symbolic of 1he understanding thal comes wi1h age and maturi1y. so genuine that it was easily forgo1 1hai Bouchard was not 1he ac1ual play- my eye: Jesse Jackson and Louis Farrakhan. Following 1he death of Dr. King, 
In his ac1ual youlh, the narrator mighl nol have exercised so much wright. Bouchard gave an authen1ic performance. Jesse Jackson emerged in 1he forefront as a pinnacle force in lhe push for 
pa1ience. With hindsigh1. however. lhe small "nagging" or prohibi1ions are Nicole Cavendish {Nana) was equally true 10 her ponrayal. She played African-Americans 10 gain full acceplnnce and equal slam, in our sociely. 
understood. Also, symbolic of !his hindsighl unders1anding was 1he fac1 the universal role of Nana 10 perfec1ion. The two ac1ors did not miss one However, many Blacks argue thal Jacbon ha, either not been Black enough 
1ha11he narrator was played by a grown man 1hrough the different s1ages of bea1 during lhe play. The comedy and emolion of 1he play is due largely 10 on some issues or 100 Black when he defended siances !hat he shouldn'1 have. 
his life. their perfom1ance. The play is a mus! see for anyone wilh a close rela1ion• While many Blacks love a.nd adore Jesse Jackson for whal he represents, 0th-
Tremblay chose 10 use books 10 represen1 each stage of his life. Al the ship wilh their 11101her and especially 1hose who lack 1ha1 close relaiion- ers despise him because 1hey feel he has compromised his blackness a11imes. 
beginning of a different age ca1egory, 1he narra1or would pick up a differenl ship. Afler seeing the play. you will run straigh1 home and call your making ii very difficull to label Jackson an African-American leader. 
book. He would 1urn 1he book in his hands and evaluate it wilh a nosialgic mommy! Louis Farrakhan serves as a con1ras1 10 Jesse Jackson because I here lies no 
look on his face. Then, 1he nexl scene would begin. "For 1he Pleasure of Seeing Her Again"' will run until October 29. Tick- reason why a person could ques1ion Farrakhan's love for his fellow African-
Throughoul 1he play, there is also an underlying 1one of regrel. 11 materi• e1s are available al 1he Arena Siage Sales office ( 1101 Sixlh S1ree1 SW. Americans. He has organized a mulli1ude of evenls such as 1he Million Man 
alized 1owards 1be end of the play. When a young Tremblay began 10 Washinglon, D.C.) $27-$50 for single 1icke1s. and Million Fami ly marches as well as an array of poli1ical stances 1ha1 have 
---------------------------------------=~-------------..1. greallydemonsrra1ed his suppon of his fellow African-Americans. Farrakhan's 
Islamic religious belief. however. preven1s many Chri,1ian African-Ameri-
cans from opening !heir eyes to see whal he slnnds for and what he wants for 
Black America. While Farrakhan stands for Black empowerment and Black 
TI1e fun of Sillw Sµlin!J's tK\v OO'>~ntOV<ll • 2 rnir,ulD C.,pitol Hil JO 111111ut(";. Thr l\lt7 Cm lei -
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Take the 
Keys, Call A 
Cab. 
Friends 
Don't Let 
Friends 
Drive 
Drunk 
Have a safe 
Homecoming. 
unity. many African-Americans are 100 ignorant \meaning they don't know) 
10 judge Farrakhan for more 1hanjus1 a Muslim, which hinders him from sole-
ly represen1ing African-Americans. Now we have a dilemma. 
Before I ponder who should hold the tille. African-American leader. the ques-
1ion arises. Whal do we need a leader for in this age of America? Honestly. 
in lhis African-American sociely, few people realize 1hat 1here are 1hing, that 
we should s1ill baulc for. We can now ride in 1he fron1 of 1he bus. ea1 any-
where we choose, and vo1e free( y wi1hoU1 the lhreai of dying before we make 
i1 10 the polls, which allowed many African-American, 10 gain a sense of com-
placency wi1h 1oday·s lib<:ny-and-juslice-for-all America. Unfonuna1ely, 
many problems persisl in Black America. Cops of all colors are s1ill sys-
1ema1ically lynching African-American males across the coun1ry: crimes 
againsl fellow African-Americans are still al epidemic propomons: lecn-age 
pregnancy among African-Americans is no1 decreasing: and African-Amer• 
ican children are siarving, in many regions of 1he US, for food and affection. 
Yel. many feel 1ha1 Blacks are doing belier 1han ever. True. maybe we arc 
in the best predicament ever in the 3()().p]us years we've been in this coun• 
try, bu1 1his is nowhere near lhe climax of our greainess. There is so much 
more 1ha1 we can achieve and susrnin. ye1. what person will emerge to open 
our eyes and reveal 1his notion? Whal person will save 1he eloquently spil 
foolishness 1ha1 makes Blacks feel good. and. ins1ead. will inform us African-
Americans 1hai Black America is no1 looking so spec1acular? Yes, a signif-
icant number of African-Americans are moving up in social class. bm an even 
grealer amount are permanenlly cemenled in the poveny thal plagues !hem. 
It is true that more African-Americans are in college now 1han in 1he pas1, 
bu1 how many Blacks are dying in 1he meets by fellow Blacks? 
A common expression s1a1es 1ha1 if you fail 10 learn from your past. you are 
deslined to repeal ii. My fellow African-Americans, who will arise 10 lead 
us 1hrough 1he 2 Isl Cen1ury showing that we mus! improve our condi1ions 
and 1ha1 African-Americans are a posi1ive in American socie1y? Is it Jesse 
Jackson? Is ii Louis Farrakhan? Is ii me'/ Is it you? The possibilities are 
Change YOUR World! 
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This says it. We never move past the point 
·of the tree anymore. The winds change, the 
leaves, 
brown and wet and underfoot, the slight 
musk, 
the coming chill ... and still the south's call 
is less strong than our fear. We huddle in 
bough . 
shadows and counsel and some of us cry, as 
the night comes here. We caw and croak 
and 
some of us choke as the chill and fear grow 
near, 
and in the crisp moment, unmarked by dew, 
or pressure, 
some of us cry and some of us die as the 
no1th sky 
grows less clear. No dear, we are supposed 
to 
fly into the heart of the sun, not tlee into the 
temples of Ra. Love yourself my child. But 
not too much. 
• Christopher Hundley 
I thought I would have another 
day 
I thought I had another week 
I thought I had another 
minute; 
I thought wrong. 
I thought l had another chance 
I thought I would have another 
opportunity 
I thought I would have more 
t ... ; 
I thought wrong. 
I thought my time wouldn't 
come so soon 
I thought that because I was so 
young 
and so active, that no way 
would my time come so soon; 
I thought wrong. 
I thought that I had control 
over my life 
I thought that I alone was 
strong enough 10 make it; 
l thought wrong. 
I knew my life had a purpose, 
but I thought 
that my purpose re vol ,ed 
around me. 
l knew that God loved me. and 
I thought that I loved 
God in return; 
I thought wrong. 
And when I was standing at 
the gates in front of 
someone holding the great 
book. I thought I would see 
MY name engraved in it; 
l thought wrong .... and look at 
what it cost. ... 
-R.L.W. 
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THE IDIOT 
On special occasions, women 
dress to dazzle. 
F*ck-me-shoes. Debutante 
earrings. Glamorous cosmet-
ics. 
Take-your-time-snapping-the-
photo smiles. 
These annoying amenities 
keep them in 
bathrooms for five nunutes 
that somehow equal 
five hours. 
On special occasions, when 
women are 
bedazzling, they steal your air. 
Asphyxiating.into 
idiocy, your mouth opens. 
Miraculously, you 
mumble something appropri-
ate, such as, 
"You look beautiful." 
But what is truly beautiful is a 
woman who is 
bedazzling when there is no 
special occasion. 
Then, of course, you are an 
idiot all the time. 
- Michael Winfield 
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rf CALENDAR OCTOBER 27-NOVEMBER 2 
27th 28th 29th 30th 31st 1st 2nd 
1927 1914 1974 1979 1900 1945 1982 
Actress Ruby Omega Psi Phi Muhammad Ali Richard Arring- Ethel Water~ is The I st issue of Katie 8. Hall 
Dee is born in fraternity is defeats George ton becomes the I st born in C'hester, Pa. Ebony magazine becomes 1st 
Cleveland, Ohio. incorporated. Foreman to regain African--Amcrican is published in African-American 
the heavyweight mayor of Chicago,lll. congessional 
Reverend Al Green ptrfomlShis 70's Juts and >1>irl-
tual tune; on Sw1day at DAR Constitution Hall. 
title. 
FRIDAY, 27TH -· -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- . -· -· - ·-
Do you wunt to be a millionaire? Are you 21 and under? See you today from 4 p.m .• 8p.m. at Jasmine's Pina 
and Grill. 2301-A Georgia Ave. NW. when Cuttie W. Bacon ,igns copies of his book, "How to Teach Kids To Be 
Millionaires." For information. call Letitia Peters at 301-336-8783. 
You thought "The Blair Witch Project" was a scary movie'? Now. the Burkiusville crew has returned to deliver 
the long-awaited sequel. "Book of Shadows: Blair Witch 2." Check local listings for showtimes and theaters. 
Birn1ingham,Ala. rep from Indiana. 
Hootie and the Blo\\fish fans! The band will be performing at 7:30 tonight at the 9:30 Club, 815 V Street, NW. 
Tickets are $25. Call 202-432-SEAT. 
MONDAY, 30TH - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . -
' D.C. has ghosts! Tonight, go on a tour of historic haunted houses organized by the Octagon Museum. 1799 New 
York Ave. NW. In addition to 1he tour, you'll hear chilling stories about the mu;eum. which is one of the oldest 
buildings in D.C. The cover is SI 5. For information, call 202-842-0918. 
If you're in the mood for some Old School hits, see you tonight at Cramton Auditorium. 2455 Sixth St. NW. at 7 
p.m. where the Manhattans and Chi-Lites grace the stage and bring back memories (for some of u, and our par-
ents). Tickets are $32.50 lo $35. For information, call 202-806-7199. TUESDAY, 31 ST - :.r '""' .. ,[)J'~fFl''~N - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . -
Looking for the perfect homecoming after-party? World famous. DJ Tony Touch will be spinning all of the 
honest hip-hop and R&B at Coco Loco's. The party starts a1 lam so you son·1 have 10 worry about choosing 
between clubs. With special appearences by Ali Vegas and Nature thb party is one you should not miss• Coco 
Loco's is located at 810 7th St, NW near the Gallery Place Metro. Remember 1810 party• 21 10 drink, also THE 
FIRST 500 LADIES ARE FREE! 
SATURDAY, 28TH -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
Remember when ... ? Reminisce on those "good old days" tonight al the Back in 1he Day Cabaret with DJ Ron V 
at the Blackbum Center starting a1 9 p.m. For information. call 202-432-SEAT. 
The D.C. Society of Young Professionals is sponsoring a "Halloween Graveyard Jam," al the Tequila Grill, 1990 
K Street NW. with costumes. candy, dancing and cheap drink starting at 8 p.m. h's only $10 if you RSVP to 
DCSCENE@aol.com by 5 p.m. TODAY! If you forget to RSVP. the cover is $12. but you can save $1 if you wear 
a costume and save another SI is you bring a can of food for the homeless. For information, call 202-833-3640. 
Alumni After-Party @ Coco Loco's. Call ing the classes of 9-1-2000! DJ Envy will be spinning hip-hop. r&b and 
reggae at Coco Loco's tonight Ladies are free from la.-3am so come early! You must be 1810 party and 21 10 
drink. Coco Loco's is located al 8107th St, NW. Forinfocall 202.270.4344. 
SUNDAY, 29TH -·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
Want Love and Happiness'! You can hear it tonight when minister and gospel and soul singer. Al Green perfonns 
at 7 p.m. al DAR Constitution Hall. 1776 D Street NW. Expect to hear his '70s hits, like "Let's Stay Together" and 
"Love and Happinc,,," as well as some spiritual tunes. Also performing are Blue Magic and the Ebonys. Tickets 
are $45 and can be purchased by call 202-432 SEAT. 
11m ;Jiil :t 2 ,n: I lei n ;J 2 
November 1-4, 2000 -1:30pm 
Adults: $15.00 
Alumni/ Facultv /Stall/ Senior Citizens: S8.00 
Students: S5.00 
There's still time for trick-or-treat! Check out DC One·s Fright Night at Nation. 1015 Half Street SE starting at 
9 p.m .. featuring DJ Deep Dish and DJ Jonathan Peters of New York. Thb is an 18-and-over party. Tickets are 
$15. For information. call 202-554- 1500. 
WEDNESDAY, J sr - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . -
Fairy tales aren't what they used to be. The Universal Wolf. playing at the D.C. Arts Center, 2438 18th Street 
NW. is a hilariously violent romp takes all the classic fairy tale elemeni,reLittle Red Riding Hood, Grandmother, 
and the Big Bad Wolf ,cand puts a new spin on them. Melodrama and psychology are merged in this remake of the 
Brothers Grimm story. Tickets are S10-$15. For information. call 202-462-7833. 
THURSDAY, 2ND - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . -
Befo~c you let go and start the weekend, head over 10 DAR Constitution Hall, 1776 D Street NW, 10 hear the 
mellow funk and smooth R&B of the unparalleled Maze. featuring Frankie Beverly. This dynamic group is the 
eternal party-starter and has become their CDs are staple for everyone over. (and sometimes under) 30. Angie 
Stone will also perform at tonight's ,how starting at 8pm. Tickets are $50. For information. call 202-432-SEAT. 
r---------------------------------------- , 
:WHAT'S GOING ON AROUND D.C.? If you have an event that you would like to publish: 
1 in the Calendar, please call Ginger @202-806-6866. 1 L----------------------------------------J 
w : • 111 n ail 
ovenaber 8 -11, 2000 - 1:30pm 
November 12, 2000 - 2:30pm 
General Admission: S12.50 
Students & Senior Citizens: 
$7.50 lexcept Sat. EveJ 
For More lnlormation: 12021 806-1100 
.. 
812 
TuE H ILLTOP, Ocroorn 27, 2000 
All HILLTOPICS 
are due, paid in full, 
the Tuesday before 
publication date. 
Announcements by 
campus organizations 
for meetings, semi-
nars or nonprofit are 
charged as individu-
als advertising for the 
purpose of announc-
ing a service, buying 
or selling are charged 
$5 for the first 20 
words and $1 for 
every additional five 
words. Local compa-
nies are charged $10 
Jam the Lad1os of Alpha Cl apl<r. Della 
Sigma Theta Soron1y. lncorpomtcd on 
Oclober 30, 2000 for "Hoiror ~lov1c 
Night." look Hall Lounge 7pm 
Don,11on: S.l (Popcom mcludcd 
Suppon 
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Incorporated 
in 
"i\ Ta.,tc of Della" dunng Yordfest 
October 27, 2000 
by purchasin~ • cookbook $5 
Greater Mt. Calvary Holy Church pre-
sents "Prepare for War" College 
Conference 2000, October 26-28. For 
more 
information contact Tcjado HancheU at 
(202) 529-4547 or email 
UNlTEMinistries@aol.com 
The Lad1e• of Alphl Chapter, 
llella Sigma The~, Sorority, lncorporah.d 
present .\loody Blues 
A Jazz & Pod!) Cipher 
:-.lo,cmbcr 2. 2000 7 pm 
Bia ·kbum valkry 1.oung, 
for first 20 words and 1----- --------1 
Atten1ion S1udents. Tues., Nov. 7. $2 for every 5 words 
thereafter. Personal 
ads are $2 for the 
first 10 words and $1 
for every additional 5 
words. 
All Srndents who registered to vote whil 
residing in 1he followini dorms: Ho 
Towers. Drew Hall. Cooke Hall. voting 
poll is Meyers Elementary School. The 
Quod. Slow Hall. Carver. anU Bethune 
Annex. 1he voting poll is Gnuge Eckton 
Elementary. Sponsored by ANC 
Commissioner Sinclair Skinner. 
Graduate Students who arc ambilious 
and aggressive, with a backgr9und in 
Psychology, Social Work, Sociology, or 
related area needed for child odvocacy, 
building self.esteem and rights of pas-
sage for adolesccnls and teenagers. 
S15.50 per hour. (202) 291-0912. 
SERVICES 
CAP CITY 
Negro Leag\le Collection 
World's Freshest Baseball Caps 
(202) 722-0701 or outside DC, 
1-800-223-8250. 
Syfria 's Specials 
Perms $35 & up 
Curls S45 & up 
Colors S7.S0 & up 
Cuts S7.S0 & up 
T-Up S30 & up 
Pin-Up $2S & up 
Shampoo & Set S20 & up 
Twist S25 & up 
ShamJ>0O & Blow-Dry $20 & up 
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday & 
Saturday 
3013 Georgia A,·e., NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Ttl: 202n26-1537 
Styllst: Sbermaine 
Y11a's Mankosa's Afrkan Hair 
Braiding Sen•ice 
Convenient House & Dorm Visits 
Best Pri«s In Town 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
The Bisexual, Lesbian, and Gay 
Organization of Students at Howard 
(BLAGOSAH) will host a Friends 
and Family Movie Night on Friday, 
November 3rd, at 7:30 p.m. We will 
America's Promise Volun1ecr 
1nterest Meeting. 
Mon. 10/30. Blackburn Forum. 4 pm. 
Call for an appointment 
(202) 2S3-8268 
or 
(202) 234-3047 
Student Prices: 
Lf\DIES FREE BEFORE 11::30 P:\ 
be showing the film ~1.o,·c and 
Basketball." The movie will be 
M>own ,n the Blackbum Center's 
Gallery Lounge. All arc welcome. 
THE OFFICIAL HOMECOMING 
MJDNJGHT CRllJSE 
Saturday, October 28th, 2000. 
Odyssey Cruise depaning from 
DC's waterfront at Gangplank 
Manna at midaight. 
Cruise 1ime: 12:30 am to 2:30 am 
Boarding begins at 11 :30 pm. 
Complimentary Dinner/Buffet and 
Cash Bar. 21 & older. 
Cosmopolilain attire a must. 
To purchase tickets, call TICKET-
MASTER at (202) 432-SEAT or 
CRAMPTON AUDITORIUM at 
(202) 806-7198. LIMITED lickets 
available al door. 
Callin&All Student Ambassadors!!! 
We will have a General Body Meeting o 
Wednesday, Nov. I in 1he Blackburn a1 
the Hil11op Lounge at 6:00 pm. SHARP! 
Human Hair Micro- SJ20 
Individual Brlllds shoulder length• 
Sl20 
Bob- SI00 
On-ad Lo<ks· SJO Hope 10 see all of you there! 
J--------------lpwe- s120 
Now h's Crucial!!! Pinnul- $70 
Senegales• 'l\,ist- $130 Pick up an Absenlce Ballot 
Tod•y in Blockbum 12-2. Yarn• Sl30 
1--------------.1 Casamas (Phat Braids)- SI00 
"011/j' 71lt P/llttl" 
1·1te Ladlt8 ur t..?ta ~bl Bern Smotlty, 
lnct11p1Jt11ted Alph• C:hapter, du curdtally 
Invite tho~e wh11 strive for c~ccllchec In 
m·vlte and 1cholarsblp 10 our ln1cre,1 
Mecllttg, Tu be ltdd 1111 Wedll~<day, 
Novetttlx!r I, 2000 In lhe lllackhuttt 
t'ctttcr, 1<1>0111 I 4~-150. 
FOR RENT 
HOUSE TO SHARE: 
And More ... 
Stylist Professionally Trained 
in West Africa (Ghana) 
" t do your hair r ight the first time fl 
Prices do not include hair. 
STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF 
Top Prices Paid For Used and 
Un..,anted Textbook>. With Resale 
\'alue. Taj Book Sen·ite. 
(202) 722-0701 or outside (202), 
1-800-223-TAJO. 
f 
GeofPa Avenue Kl 
For more infomlation: 
HU_Midnight_Cruise@onebox.com 
or call (202) 777-2646 ext 3495. 
N.W. Near Howard University. 
Beautifully renovated Victorian 
House to Share. 
PERSONALS 
"Qual,ty Cleaning for- Our Community-
The VIRGINIA CLUB will be 
meeting on Monday, 
Oc1ober 30, 2000 in Douglas Hall 
Rm l03 at 8:00 pm. 
Allonllon all Wol,ld~rtl 
JolH the Callfuttlln t'lub 1111; 8\lhtloy 
fur lht t'alll'ornld ~.nilly ltt11111un In 
lbe ll1ltl11>1H ~Ml Luuuge 01 2 pm. 
Hey t·a11 ru,nl1tMII Jttjpre,~nl 
1h11 Solutday "I lhij l(atn~ by 
wcattni uur dub shlttsl llHlfttl u• 111 
hueellclublOOO@llol,cuhl 
Clean, professionol atmosphere. 
$350.00-$425.00/month. 
Call 202-797-1199. 
HELP WANTED 
A Q1111td To Know l'ltllll a SCllll 10: 
1)11 nut folluw whcN th~ 110111 may lend 
du ln,tend whet( thcl\l IN no r~th nnd 
lc41•c n tmlll 
-unknown 
S~>on,or.,d hy Sl¥111B <.Jnnuna M.lm 
Sutut lt~, In, Coaches needed for Little League teams 1--- ----;..._------l 
m Howard Community. Only I <fay per 
week. Previous basebalVsofiball 
experience preferred. 
Call (202) 234-7997. 
GOOD LUCK ON YOUR EXAM nus 
WEEKEND NIC. 
LOVE "G" 
Though you live here every weekend, 
Stop the War On Drugs: We want to pa WELCOME HOME Willie! 
you to distribute litemrure at the polls on "G" 
election day for two high profile candi- 1-- -----------~ 
dates campaignmg to end the war on Tuesday Staff: 
I 51.1.a:edo. !R.e,,ta& .Af O<V a1.tai£afr/!.e. 
20•;. Discount on A.LI Prepaid Dry Cleaning 
Dry Cleunlng ♦ Expert Tailoring + Shoe Repair 
drugs in DC. Tues., Nov. 7· Thanks for your hard work and 
The Na\,,oators Chn's11· •n www.Kampia.oro or call 2/ 483-2404. « " .. ----.,-- ·_0 _______ 1 dedica11on. I enioyed working with you Fellowship ,n,;tes you to their Bible 
Srud O T d t 7 00 8 00 \'olunteer Tutors Needed all. 
pm t~ B~c::i~.:~. I ~8-; 5~. We need volunteer tutors m basic m:,th -Ms. M.E. 
Also, in the lounge of Drew Hall at and English to tulor elementory school Carlton, 
9:00 pm. All arc invi1ed. students. 
Where: Anacos1ia Library (18th and Thanks for being my rock and keeping 
me calm. Now, go ge1 some sleep. 
-Jaye 
Mon- Fri 7 to 7 Sot 8 lo~ Sun 12 t-o -4 
This weekend the Caribbean Student 
Association will hosl two of their 
finest events 1n years! On Friday, 
Oc1ober 27th, Baby Cham shall 
appear at lhe Edge (C.S.A. mem-
bers-$ 15 , non-members $20) and 
on October 28th, live from New 
York's Hot 97 f.m. radio sta1ion: 
Bobby Konders and labba, yes 
Bobby Konders and Jabba at the B 
and G lounge. Located on 900 "U" 
Street (9th and U St.) student tickets 
reduced to $12!! Doors open a1 
9:30pm. 
Golden Key 
General Body Mee1ing 
Thursday, Nov. 2 
Hilllop Lounge 7: 15 pm 
Golden Key 
Halloween Treating 
Oct. 3 Isl 4-6 pm · 
Contoct Allison 
alimol2@ho1mail.com 
Golden Key 
Campus Awareness 
Nov. 6 & 7 
Conlact Wes 
wesfone@hotmoil.com 
Good Hope Road, SE) 
When: Every Salurday from 10:30 am-
12:30 pm. Slop by any Sa1urday and sig 
up. 
(202) 832-9712 for details. 
Sponsored by The African-Ao1erican 
Culturol Education Foundation. 
Fearless Leader. 
I fell lhe pressure, bu• l loved every 
minute. Thanks for being you. 
-China H~ntla S cou.sbi 
'2b2t, Cu!()rg h1 .. .\.vcnu~ t,.,; ,V..: ~ (~_,_._,.__.c........,.. 
(::?O'.! l ::?c,<;.Q<JKO 
Anybody s«n my RANDY?! 
Dog, I miss Iowa. 
Danus. arc you cooking lhis 
weekend? Cuz a cousin is Hungry! 
Wanted Spring Breakers! Cancun. l )•D/1111• 
Bahamas, Jamaica, & Florida. Call Sun Thanks for the inspirahon. I'm going to 111\tor~ 111 tht \hkh•K· 
Coast Voca1ions for a free brochure and take your advice. 1-:,-, --- .,- ---,-,.--,--4. _____________ 1 
Thanks P0rter for keeping 1his ship 
running week aft.er week. 
WELCOME HOME TO ALL THE 
ALUMNI SHARKS. 
Your muscles arc gone 
Your big belly's discreet 
So I hope your in shape 
ask how you can organize a small group ._ _____ _c.J·c_ ____ --1 Happy Homecoming to 1hose Talenled For the Alumni Meel! 
& Eat, Drink, l'rAvel Free & Earn 
Cash! Call 1-888-777-4642 or email 
salcs@suncoastvacations-com. 
Spring Break! Deluxe Hotels. Reliable 
Air, Free Food, Drinks, and Panics' 
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, .Ma:t.ailan, & 
Florida. Travel Free and Earn Cash! 
H. opy I0thAnnl\er • < tllech, Beautiful & opbistica1ed ladies of fa1 1-----'..s'G,_"_',e:96.:·_,'00<><- ---Delta Chapter, Tau Bela Sigma HAPPY BIRTHDAY TOMORROW 
Wei ome llomc Soro~ Alpha (1 pt,r 
LO\C1 
National Honorary Band Sorority. Inc. EARL THE PEARL! 
To Spring 98, TB , 
#1- La1isha Clark "The Great Escape" 
#2- Lois Hardiman "Pnvate I'' 
Welcome home to the family t--------------1 #3- Kathryn Garrell "Poinl Guard" 
in the House of Drew! • ,..,_ ~. I··' , . 1 
.Fout1itud-
,eamntal<<, ,,,u ,,..\'ll tru,-. '" \in < 114- Ebony Elijnb "Starbust" 
Fa '97 (RA) Ju,I\' roa,1 home" #5- Akilnb Bell "Shamrock" 
FROM THE "GIZZA'' 
Do It on the Web! Go to 
StudentCjty,com or call 800-293-1443. 
Fa '98 (ODD, B0 , Jml, stfn, Ere) \ \'\'\ \'. .. l'hrn11111t , .. Words cannol express my love for you! t-- -----------
SPRlNG BREAK 2001! Fa '99 (The New Crew) \\drum< Back! Happy Homecoming and good luck to 
CANCUN & BAHAMAS. EAT, Fa '00 (Iii Mike, et al.) "lt.,llo" the graduating seniors! 
DRINK, TRAVEL FOR FREE. - Your tail-dog "Shamrock" 
WANTED CAMPUS REPS. Call US Gco'l',ta \,-. Kkantrs t<lic- ' id I k:,J, flub~k,, Ro onJ Jtrc, h (5-Ht.-98) 
SPRING BREAK, toll free Yv , II •Pl • ll, neKumi, •' ll11w ah<\\11 o "R<'<l l •~ht ,Ind n sllllJ>C,!" 1--------------1 
(877) 460-6077, for 1tip information andl-------- - -----1 St. St St. Starhu,·k,tl1 Happy Homecoming ''Showtime" 
rates. 2S Continuous Years of Student Jamyc- Way 10 go Soulhern Girl! You t---------------1 Marching Band 
Travel! mrn·.usaspringbn-ak.com did a Grcal job. You made History! Team Presidential, holding ii down. From KKljl and TBt 
1- ------------1 Giving you your news since 1924. Morel------....;..- - -----1 
Carlton• much props to you, ,ny non-
alcoholic friend. Ready for next 
Tuesday? 
of lhe Community's News 
lhan you can siand. Read About It. 
-Zora N. Hurston '24 
Wekome Home 
An' you ready to run 
thal Tu·o Minute Drill? 
\\e , 
Happy lklated Birthday, Darryl! 
Your boys didn't forget about you! 
JKB- T hanks for holding It down for 
me in ECON! • 1 owe you, ma n. 
